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ABSTRACT

This research project is focused on the application of some listening strategies with
students between 9 to 11 years old of third grade of primary school in Academia de
la Salle San Benildo; we wanted to describe how some listening strategies improve
in the students’ listening comprehension ability and implications that working with
those strategies had in English class.

In order to develop this research project, we used Action-research which includes an
identification of strategies that were implemented and later subjected to observation,
reflection and change.

The outcomes gotten in this research are related to communication because we
found that listening skill is a receptive but active ability only got by social interaction,
where the students have to receive, decode and interpret information. In this way,
this paper becomes a proposal to implement listening strategies in a communicative
way.

KEY WORDS: Listening comprehension, listening skill, listening strategies,
communication and listening activities.
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INTRODUCTION

This research project is focused on the application of some listening strategies in
order to improve the listening comprehension with students between 9 to 11 years
old of third grade of primary school in Academia de la Salle San Benildo.

We have taken into account the educational view of this school, which the learning is
focused on doing enterprise and where the knowledge for working is one of the main
character towards the progress moreover in Colombian society; where the education
opportunities are so difficult and the access to English learning is more complex, but
necessary for public schools.

Consequently, we consider that teaching English is important in this school, where
children of third grade need to explore a foreign language to develop their
communicative competence and have the possibilities to know a different culture, but
to achieve this purpose it is necessary to begin with the development of their
communicative skill, in this case Listening comprehension.

In this project we can see the listening strategies application in English classroom
and their communicative implications at the moment of the listening comprehension
process.

“We are grateful first with the Lord,
then with our parents and relatives
who supported us during all
our educational process. With the University
by its humanistic and academic
formation as teachers”.

Nota de aceptación
________________
________________
________________

_________________________
Firma del Presidente del jurado

_________________________
Firma del jurado

Fecha ______________________________

1. IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF
LISTENING COMPREHENSION IN THIRD GRADE OF PRIMARY SCHOOL

2.

Research question

This research project aims to enhance our understanding with the capacity to
recognize the responses that children develop in “Listening comprehension”
by addressing the question: How do students from third grade at San Benildo
School respond to the application of didactic strategies to improve the
listening comprehension level?

1

3.

Objective

• To implement different listening strategies for students to increase their

listening comprehension level.

4. Research Objectives

• To identify strategies to develop the listening comprehension ability in

children of primary school.
• To apply some listening strategies selected in order to develop this ability

in the English class at San Benildo School.
• To analyse the students’ listening comprehension through the application

of a summative and post- listening tests and activities focused on the listening
strategies.

2

5. Justification

When we worked at Academia de la Salle San Benildo, we focused our
interest of researching on students’ listening comprehension, with the
purpose of identifying some difficulties and increase this ability, that is why for
us it is important to build a didactic learning environment where we apply
different listening strategies learnt during our program of Licenciatura en
Lengua Castellana, Inglés y Francés that are supported with different
theories.

Furthermore, we consider that in communication, listening skill takes a very
important role and this is one of the main ways through which the student
makes initial contact with the target language and its culture to develop this
process with success.

For this reason, it is necessary for our research project to classify the
strategies and the learning goals that could improve the learner’s abilities in
listening skill.

3

6. Literature Review

In order to develop this research project, we have reflected about the
question that has concerned us during the practices as teachers researchers, that is why, we want to provide a possible reply supported on
theory about listening comprehension strategies because it is the main stage
to start with this research phase and which will be followed by concepts like
language acquisition, previous knowledge, communicative competence,
listening skill, listening strategies and learning environment; all of them
involved in the communicative approach, which makes sense to the purpose
of this research.

We have found as researchers of listening comprehension that listening skill
has been considered as it since relatively short time. During the past thirty
years, theory and practice in language learning and language teaching have
changed in some fundamental ways. In retrospect, in 1969 during Conference
in AILA (International Association of Applied linguistics), (Cambridge
England), views were found there: listening and reading as nonpassive and
very complex receptive processes where listening comprehension’s being
recognized as a fundamental skill, at this point we can consider that a
communicative focus was given to it.

4

After that, in the 1970’s, the status of listening began to change from one of
neglection to one to increasing importance. Instructional programs expanded
their focus on pragmatic skills to include listening as well as the other ones; it
was a great goal for the development of the English teaching as well because
here, it begins to be taken into account as part of the school programs. Later,
listening was expanded as an important area of study although, unfortunately,
listening is still regarded as the least important skill, that is why for us, it is too
necessary to take different tools for working with this skill which the students
could develop their communicative competence, recognizing that listening is
present all around, through the media in films, songs videos that they can
listen commonly in their daily life. To take advantage of this and to develop
this ability it is our main purpose in this project.

From our point of view, listening in language learning is essential if what we
want to develop in the learners is an appropriate communicative competence,
in this way, we know that multiple benefits accrue to the learner beyond
listening apart from the obvious improvements in listening skill. In this way,
listening comprehension lessons work as a vehicle for teaching elements of
grammatical structure and allow new vocabulary items to be contextualized
within a body of communicative discourse.

5

6.1 Listening Comprehension

We consider listening comprehension as an ability that a student of English
as a foreign language could develop through different factors around his/her
context, the sources and the listening purpose. Furthermore, it is an active
ability because in the communicative act the listener is engaged in a mental
process of receiving information, decoding and interpreting it for finally,
expressing a meaning as a communicative result.

According to Celce-Murcia (2001, p.88) “listening comprehension is an
interactive process of meaning creation”. In this process a set of steps are
involved and look for the identification of the words firstly to the meaning
construction; as a second one the student has to relate the ideas that are in
his/her mind with some information that it has already learnt, in order to find
the sense of the information to achieve a general comprehension.

For us, it is important to think of the way that listening comprehension
improves the ability of Speaking skill, because when the students
comprehend what they listen, they are constructing a source of vocabulary
and structures that give them the opportunity to express themselves orally.

6

In other words and following Celce-Murcia’s (2001, p.88) theory “The listener
must use his or her knowledge of the language to recognize meaningful
sound units and to identify words. Next the listener works with the words and
phrases he or she has decoded to form meaningful units, which are stored in
short-term memory and finally, the listener searches long-term memory for
ideas that relate to the new information”.

That is why, we could not forget working with the information that has been
presented before, because we would take the risk that it be learnt for a short
period of time, it means, that it belongs to the short-term memory of the
student. For this reason, the relation between the new information with real
events is very important for the learning process, because through this way,
the student could interpret it like something meaningful for his/her life and
he/she could remember it at the moment of interacting in a context different
from school, for example at home.

It is possible that the information, which students consider meaningful for their
learning, could belong to their long-term memory that is, if the students
practice the new words that they have listened in class activity in another
context, it will be difficult to forget it because at the same time, the students
will be relating it with new one that they have learnt before from different

7

situations, it means the relation between new words with their previous
knowledge.

In the same way, it is necessary to clarify that “The listener does not receive
meaning, but rather constructs meaning. The constructed message differs
somewhat from the intended message and is influenced by context, purpose
for listening, and the listener’s prior knowledge”. (Celce- Murcia 2001p.89)

The real sense of meaning construction is due to the cognitive process that
the students have to do in the moment of listening something that, at the
beginning could be new for them but after recognizing the context where it
takes place, they could discover that it is possible to relate that information
with the knowledge that they have already learnt. For this reason, we could
not say that the students receive meaning because they are not a “tabula
rasa” that only keep information in their brain without doing a cognitive
process, in contrast to this, we can not only consider the student just like a
learner, but also like a person that inside or outside the classroom always has
the same essence as a human being.

In the process of constructing meanings, the listener relies to varying degrees
on individual linguistic items; thus, as we have to decode written messages,
when we listen we have to decode sounds. In this stage, the previous
8

knowledge plays an important role because most of the individual items carry
new information that is relevant to the message.

What is more, at the moment of doing a listening activity, it is possible to find
different factors that could take part in the process of extracting the clues to
the meaning construction, such as noise or inattention, which makes the
listener easily fail to extract the meaning. Nevertheless, it is important for us
taking into account that although the listener does not need to process every
single item, we have to recognize the possible obstacles that they might have
during the process of relating named items to achieve appropriate meaning.

According to Littlewood (1981 p.66), “listening demands active involvement
from the hearer”. Therefore, to reconstruct the message produced by the
speaker, the hearer must actively contribute knowledge from both linguistic
and nonlinguistic sources, that is, to take into account gestures, tones,
volume, pauses among other components like these, for getting extra
information that can help us in our research process.

As we have already stated our main stage, we also consider important to cite
the author Curtain (1988, p.106) to show her vision about listening
comprehension: “This is the main channel through which the student makes
initial contact with the target language and its culture.”
9

Curtain’s (1988) point of view about this topic, lets us reflect about how a
person gets involved with a new culture because of the message
comprehension through the development of this ability, which also allows the
speakers interaction in a real context by using expressions that belong to
each culture. As we can see, the time spent in listening comprehension
activities has a direct and important relationship to the amount and quality of
speaking skill that is later acquired. That is for two reasons: first at all, the
students will be listening for meaning, when new information is presented.
Second, leaving a period of time for comprehension allows students to
respond to the new information in a natural and communicative way rather
than imitation.
An example of the application about a theory similar to this, it is the research
that O’Malley Michael, Chamot Anna and Krupper Lisa (1989) carried out at
the Georgetown University. The project was about listening comprehension
strategies in second language acquisition, in which this ability was viewed
theoretically as an active process, where individuals focused on selected
aspects of aural input, constructed meaning from passages, and related what
they hear to existing knowledge. That is why, the introduction of that project
was an important contribution for us because we could think carefully about
what means listening comprehension that we explained at the beginning of
this chapter.
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The theoretical view of the cited project had not been sufficiently supported by
direct research which clarified what listeners actually do while engaged in
listening tasks. This study focused on the mental processes second language
learners’ use in listening comprehension, the strategies they used in different
phases of comprehension, and the differences in strategy uses between
students designated by their teachers as effective and ineffective listeners.
Findings indicated that mental processes students use in listening
comprehension

paralleled

three

theoretically-derived

phases

of

the

comprehension process: perceptual processing, parsing, and utilization. Each
phase was characterized by active processing and by the use of learning
strategies. Three predominant strategies which differentiated effective from
ineffective listeners were selfmonitoring, elaboration, and inferencing.

As we could notice in this research, the phases to achieve the general
comprehension were taking into account to explain the cognitive process that
student has to do for the meaning construction. In the same way we related
those phases with the Celce-Murcia’s (2001) theory that shows perceptual
processing as the first one, parsing as second one and finally the utilization
stage to achieve the general comprehension. It means that at the beginning
of the activity, the student has to identify some words, then recognizing the
way in which these words could be used, it means, if with that word the
student could do a short description or just name something in order to get
11

ideas by relating the new words with his/her previous knowledge.

On the whole, we can say that Listening accustoms the learner to the foreign
language; as observed by Rivers (1966, p. 196), “Speaking does not of itself
constitute communication unless what is said is comprehended by another
person…teaching the comprehension of spoken speech is therefore of
primary importance if the communication aim is to be reached”.
Moreover, we found here an important relationship between speaking and
listening: a communicative relation, which depends on the comprehension
that the listener could have respect to what is said by the speaker, because if
it is not given, the communicative intention would be broken and we know that
communication is not possible without an intention. For this reason, if the
achievement is to get a communicative situation, it is necessary to know that
teaching comprehension is needed to develop this skill. When English is
studied as a foreign language, there are many communicative factors
involved into its study, aspects that are necessary for its comprehension,
these are analyzed from

listening comprehension activities, and include

elements involved in itself, such as the common ways of speaking, the
contractions, the pronunciation; these all necessary to recognize English with
many different ways of expression.

In our research project, if we talk about listening activities, we have to talk
12

about interaction too, because it is one of the main aspects that can influence
the development of the activities, as we can see, each listening activity is a
highly active, clearly participatory and verbal experience. Therefore, studying
a foreign language involves plenty of elements that make possible the
communicative act; these elements are related among them and depend
each one on the others. Following this, for us it is mandatory to know more
about this, in order to analyze the possible matters that can be present while
the communication act is being given.

Taking into consideration listening as an important skill to communicate
among us, we found necessary to point out the role of this skill in the
language acquisition because to learn to make use of the language as L1, the
learners need to hear first what they want to reproduce to communicate with
other ones and the same process happens with second/foreign language
acquisition (L2), that is, the learners have to acknowledge what they listen in
order to learn how to communicate it in a new language. For this reason, we
appeal to what Nord cited by Celce- Murcia (2001 p. 88) stated: “While it is
possible to learn to understand without speaking, it is no possible to learn to
speak without understanding”.
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6.2 Language acquisition

The acquisition of the native language begins from the childhood, where the
kid feels the need to express his/her emotions and feelings to his/her parents
through sounds repetition and at the same time to recognize what they are
communicating him/her. Therefore, when a child familiarizes him/herself with
some words or expressions, he/she begins to construct meaning without
being aware of the mistakes that he/she could have in his/her speech.

For this reason, we cite Littlewood (1998 p.10) who states that “from the first
outset, children seem to be constructing their own rule-systems, which they
gradually adapt in the direction of the adult system. This means that child’s
language is not simply being shaped by external forces: it is being creatively
constructed by the child as he interacts with those around him”.

That is why, the interaction in communicative contexts has an important role,
because children could find out communicative ways through what they listen
and also through what they see, for example words that their parents, friends
and teachers use frequently and gestures too. Although, when children
produce a sentence, they are not taking into account grammatical structures
because of their short ages, but this is possible to help in the extent that they
are going in advance with the learning language process.
14

In the same way Krashen (1987) considers that “Language acquisition does
not require extensive use of conscious grammatical rules, and does not
require tedious drill”. Although grammar is an important factor in the
language, it is not suitable to talk about these rules to little children, because
in a short age, it is difficult that they think of them to express their ideas. It
means, they just communicate with others through their own world’s
perceptions in a natural way, without feeling the need of drilling everything
what they have heard before and when they are involved in school contexts,
they begin to understand in a better way the linguistic structures that belong
and make sense to their L1.

Likewise, students will begin to do active use of the L1 as an unconscious
process because they have something to communicate instead of being
forced to imitate the sounds and the structures they have heard, more than
that, if they have the opportunity of using it inside the classroom everyday.
For this reason, for the present project it is necessary to consider that target
language instruction should be conducted in L2 with minimal use of L1.

Dulay & Burt (1974); Fathman (1975) state that “The language acquisition as
a main goal should based on research findings which suggested that the
acquisition of grammatical structures follows a 'natural order' which is
predictable. For a given language, some grammatical structures tend to be
15

acquired early while others late. This order seemed to be independent of the
learners' age, L1 background and conditions of exposure”

As we said before, language acquisition of L1 depends on the children’s age
and the context in which they are involved, for this reason we point out
Krashen’s (1987) theory, because the acquisition of grammatical rules could
begin to take part at school or in other context different from this one, that is
when children are aware of what they are saying and who they want to
communicate with.

Littlewood (1981, p.66) points out that there are several parallels between the
process involved in L1 and L2 learning. It is felt that children, who already
have experience of drawing upon different kinds of information source in
understanding their first language, have the ability to transfer some of these
skills and strategies to second language learning. That is why, the
communication in L1 or L2 depends on what the learner hears and how
he/she comprehends to produce a new message or an answer about the
information received.
According to Krashen (1987) "Acquisition requires meaningful interaction in
the target language - natural communication - in which speakers are
concerned not with the form of their utterances but with the messages they
are conveying and understanding."
16

It could be easier to achieve the general comprehension, when the student
relates part of the information that he/she has listened with words of their
native language. For example if the child finds that the listening activity has
information about the contexts in which he/she gets involved everyday,
he/she will consider it meaningful to interact in a real context by using the
target language. When the students can make this kind of relation it means,
they are taking information of their previous knowledge to understand the
situations that they listen to. Thus, to involve the students in a target
language, the teacher should take into account their previous knowledge in
order to contextualize them in new communicative situations.

6.3 Previous Knowledge

Previous knowledge refers to the information that has been learnt through
meaningful contexts and which belongs to the long-term memory; as we said
before about this kind of memory. That is why, when a student finds new
vocabulary, expressions or sentences, he/she will be able to express his/her
ideas through what he/she has already learnt and also he/she will feel curious
by doing relations to get an idea.

When children receive input from their parents and later from their teachers
and they consider it as meaningful information, it is possible that “the input
17

could be assigned to their long-term memory store” as Brown (2000 p.76)
stated it. Thus, when children use some expressions, words or some
sentences in different context, they are showing that they really learnt about
that input that their parents and teachers taught them through a meaningful
way and that we could name it as the learner’s output.

Furthermore, Krashen (1983) pointed out that “input gets converted to intake
through a learner’s process of linking forms to meaning and noticing “gaps”
between the learner’s current internalized rule system and the new input”. It
means, that if the students’ input belongs to an active process, they will
develop their own autonomy in the learning process or as Brown (2000 p.77)
considered “intake that you take with you over a period of time and can later
remember”.

One of the reasons to make new information meaningful for the students is
that they are able to transform their input in practice and production of their
own learning.
In the same way, we consider that the students’ previous knowledge depends
on how they internalize their input, in order to be as a meaningful stage in the
listening comprehension, because according to Nunan (1999, p.199)
“listening is a communicative act”, and to achieve the comprehension of a
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message, it is necessary to decode the information that the listener has
received in order to take part into that communicative act.

For this reason, the students’ previous knowledge has an important role,
through it, they could make a comparison between the new the information
and the knowledge that they have already learnt about the target language
and that is what makes sense to the interaction in the communicative act,
where it is also necessary to make use of the communicative competence
because it shows the autonomous thinking of the learners related to how they
perceive the world and express their ideas about it.

6.4 Communicative competence

The previous knowledge is important for developing the students’
communicative competence because according to the information that they
have internalized in their long-term memory, they could interact in different
situations using the new language that they are learning, in this case English
language.

Brown (2001, p.62) defined the communicative competence, “as the goal of a
language classroom, instruction needs to point toward all its components:
organizational, pragmatic, strategic, and psychomotor. Communicative goals
19

are best achieved by giving due attention to language use and not just usage,
to fluency and not just accuracy, to authentic language and contexts, and to
students’ eventual need to apply classroom learning to previously
unrehearsed contexts in the real world”.

It means that inside the communicative competence, we, as teachers, have to
work all the abilities as possible with students, searching for real situations in
which they analyse and reflect about them to develop their learning process in
such a way that students could use the new language usefully. The real
importance here, using a foreign language is to communicate ideas among
us. What a student really needs is to know how to apply what he/she learns
daily, in real contexts, moreover if we are talking about listening
comprehension, which is an active ability engaged in the mental process of
communication.

6.5 Listening skill for communication

It is really important for us, as researchers of all related to listening skill
learning, that the psychosocial functions of Listening can be Transactional
and Interactional Listening, according to Halliday (1970); transactional
language is used for giving instructions, explaining, describing, giving
directions, ordering, explaining, inquiring, requesting, relating, checking on
20

the correctness of details, and verifying understanding.

According to Halliday (1970) Interactional language is a “social type” talk; it is
person oriented more than message oriented. Thus, teachers need to provide
practice experiences in both transactional and interactional talk. Students
need to follow instructions and listening practice to help them to recognize
when one of the two functions is operating and how they can respond
appropriately.

Furthermore, researching into the ways in which children develop listening
skills and perform as listeners in their mother tongue, we can find that it is
generally acknowledged to reveal useful insights into comprehension
processes in foreign language learners. In this way, studies of young learners’
comprehension abilities show that many aspects of listening are mastered at
an early age, particularly in supportive, conversational contexts where social
skill (social interaction) are highlighted because when children begin to have
contact to the language, try to reproduce what they listen and in this way
speaking could be developed.

However, when the listening focus involves more demanding cognitive skills,
such as processing information or monitoring the adequacy of a message,
children frequently encounter problems; because it is the moment in which
21

they have to relate their interaction (that includes context ) with their own
ideas (and the ways to express them). So, training studies directed at
improving the information-processing skills of children that have been found
to improve their performance.

Considering Lee James and Vanpatten (1995, p. 6) “Although some people
tend to equate communication with speaking, it is clear that a communicative
act involves both expression and interpretation of meaning. In oral
interactions,

interpretation

refers

to

listenina

s well as speaking to be engaged in a variety of communicative situations”.

That is why we need to recognize the importance of the listening skill in the
process of decoding the information to interpret it in order to interact in
communicative acts which are produced according to the contexts where the
speakers are involved. As well, Celce- Murcia (2001, p.90) points out: “At the
point when the comprehension process breaks down for some reason, the
listener becomes aware of the need for repair and seeks an appropriate
strategy for comprehension”.

6.6 Listening Strategies

To talk about listening strategies it is necessary to clarify that a strategy is a
22

step you follow in order to plan and monitor the learning process and in this
way achieve the goals proposed for the different activities. In the same way,
we make use of listening strategies in different ways to understand what we
hear in situations of our daily life and to comprehend the reasons and the
senses of every communicative intention.

According to Brown’s (2000 p.113) theory “strategies vary intraindividually;
each of us has a number of possible ways to solve a particular problem, and
we chose one or several in sequence for a given problem”. That is why if we
want to success in a particular difficulty of the learning process and provide a
possible solution as in this case the improvement of listening comprehension
ability, we as teachers need to be aware of what kind of strategies could be
useful to achieve our learning goals.

Because of this, we have considered Nunan’s (1999, p.218) theory as a guide
for working with listening strategies because he analyzed that “key strategies
can be taught in the listening classroom, which include selective listening,
listening for predicting, inferencing and personalising. The strategies should
not be separated from the teaching content but woven involves ongoing fabric
of the lesson so that learners can see the applications of the strategies to the
development of effective learning”.
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In other words, strategies are clues to develop listening activities with different
purposes, in which the students can find a variety of exercises that follow a
coherent and ordered lesson planning that is related to the situations of their
daily life, and in this way they can make use of the new learning in different
contexts in which students can interact.
From Brown’s (2001, p.257-259) theory, it is necessary for us to recognize
that each listening strategy has a different purpose and shows different ways
of getting information from the students’ responses, this depends on the kind
of activity too, and if it works with specific or general information, the
strategies could be divided into two types: responsive and selective.

Responsive

A significant proportion of classroom listening activity consists on short
stretches of teacher language designed to elicit immediate responses. The
students’ task in such listening is to process the teacher talks immediately
and to fashion and appropriate reply:

•

Asking questions (“How are you today?” “What did you do last night’”)

•

Giving commands (“Take a sheet of paper and a pencil”)

•

Seeking clarification (“What was the word you said?”)
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•

Checking comprehension (“So, how many people were in the elevator

when the power went out?”)

We can realise that, these kind of activities, are vital for listening process
because these use are by the student to recognize English words in a real
context, using questions like these, student can be more confident because
he/she can remember continuously the vocabulary used and be aware of the
listening content. For us, these microskills are important because, through
them, the student can understand that listening skill is more than doing
activities, but it is a communicative ability that he/she has to develop for
his/her English learning. When teacher checks comprehension, gives the
student the opportunity to clarify and check his/her own listening
comprehension process during a listening exercise; and at the same time the
teacher knows how to conduct the activity development according to student’s
responses.

Selective

The purpose of such performance is not to look for global or general
meanings, necessarily, but to be able to find important information in a field of
potentially distracting information. Such activity requires field independence
on the part of the learner. This is important because if the student works
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alone it is easier to the teacher identifies which difficulties he/she could have
at the moment of selecting information that allows him/her to understand part
of the information.

•

Stories and anecdotes

•

People’s names

•

Dates

•

Certain facts or events

•

Location and situation

Here the student has to be able to get, from plenty of information, the
important facts or data to construct responses, in short words, the student
makes a selective process of comprehension, which depends on his/her
listening attention, and on his/her capacity to understand what is listened to in
general taking from it all what is required even if there are unknown words.
For Brown (2001p.257.259) it is also important to encourage the development
of listening strategies because most foreign language students are simply not
aware of how to listen. For that reason one of our tasks as students/ teachers,
is to equip them with listening strategies that extend beyond the classroom,
such as:
•

Looking for key words

•

Looking for nonverbal cues to meaning
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•

Guessing meanings

•

Listening for the general gist.

As we can see, these listening strategies are important for this project in the
way that they give us the necessary guide to drive our activities in order to get
specific students’ responses.

At the beginning looking for key words gives the student clues to understand
what is listened and lets us know how the student faces the activities which
he/she has to take out words from their contexts. Next, looking for nonverbal
clues, gives to the student the chance of interpret stress, sounds, to get the
speaker’s attitude or intention about what is said.

These strategies will be more explained next, taking as reference the subskills which the activities belongs to, so, in addition to Brown’s (2001) theory,
we find that it is possible to relate it to Buck’s (2001, p. 54) theory, because
this author shows us some sub-skills into the listening strategies in order to
interact in a communicative situation. These sub-skills are:

Direct meaning comprehension
•

Listening for gist. (To identify information where the events have taken

place).
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•

Listening for main idea(s) or important information; and distinguishing that

from supporting detail, or examples. (To compare aspects of the event with
different or new information).

•

Listening for specifics, including recall of important details. (To extract

clues to understand some parts of the information).

•

Determining a speaker’s attitude or intention towards a listener or a topic.

(To give a point of view about the topic).

To achieve the meaning comprehension about the topic, first of all it is
necessary to encourage children through some visual material, in order to
make easier the strategies’ development. Thus, they will be interested in the
information that they listen to identify some clues that support their ideas
about the content of the activity, finally asking them for important points that
let them to construct the meaning of the information without any problem.

Therefore, children not only have to recognize the words that they have
already known, but also they have to relate them with the different context in
which these words could be applied, because if children do not take into
account the context, it is possible that they do not find the sense of the
information and instead, they disperse their attention from the activity.
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In order to go in depth about listening comprehension, for us it is important to
point some microskills of listening comprehension, these ones, adapted from
Richards (1983 p.256), which show us a way to work listening activities based
on communicative strategies without giving relevance to elements as
grammar. He presents microskills such as:

•

Recognize reduced forms of words.

•

Recognize grammatical words classes (nouns, verbs and adjectives).

•

Infer situations and participants using real-world knowledge.

•

Use facial, kinesic, body language and other nonverbal clues to decipher
meanings.

•

Develop and use a battery of listening strategies, as detecting key words,
guessing the meaning of words from context, appeal for help, and signalling
comprehension.

With regard to the first microskill adapted from Richards (1983), the
recognition of reduced forms of words refers to when the student identifies
single words, and its grammatical category, which have already been learnt
and he/she could use them for the meaning of the information. It is related to
the second microskill, an important step for the meaning construction,
because in most of the times the student recognizes grammatical words as
verbs, like the principal word to guess the subject and sometimes he/she also
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recognizes pronouns and adjectives that relate to situations, in which he/she
interacts in his/her daily life.

When a student has already learnt about different situations, such as family
life, their professions and the school life, it is possible that he/she could
recognize easier the participants’ information interacting in a context that
belongs to the real life, and he/she also relates this information with his/her
own personal experiences as meaningful learning.

Furthermore, when we as teachers use our gestures and body as
communicative means to express an idea or give some information, the
students could interpret faster the meaning of our message intention,
because they are not only aware of the information that they are listening, but
also they are focused on our movements and facial expressions, and this
makes that they can decode easier the message to get the possible meaning.
For this reason, it is important to keep an eye contact with our students and
interacting with them around the classroom, in order to avoid staying always
in the same place.

The last microskill adapted by Richards (1983), it is one of the most important
into the development of listening comprehension because it refers to the
application of a variety of listening strategies, they could relate not only the
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academic knowledge purpose but also the students’ experiences of their daily
lives in order to create a meaningful learning environment, in which students
could recognize what they are learning is useful in and outside the school
context.

For this reason, working with strategies as detecting key words (students
compare them with they have already known), guessing the meaning of
words from context (through the situations in which the students had taken
part), appeal for help (the students have to use the target language with the
vocabulary learnt in order to express their doubts). These strategies allow the
teacher to work with the meaning construction in order the learners to achieve
their listening comprehension by also making use of their communicative
competence in English as a foreign language.
Taking into account these microskills, it is necessary to clarify that from our
point of view, listening strategies are essential tools to develop listening
activities, which students could improve their listening comprehension ability.
For that reason, we consider that Nunan’s (1999) theory focuses on the role
of these strategies in the learning process and at the same time has an
important relation with Celce-Murcia’s (2001) theory.

When students have the chance of learning listening strategies they are able
to focus on the information request and appropriate new one, matter that
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makes their process easier not only for them, but also for the teacher. From
our point of view, if students are used to work with listening strategies, they
will be more able to comprehend what they heard.

Celce-Murcia (2001, p.90) found that, strategies specific to listening
comprehension are based on these general lists and include the categories of
metacognitive, cognitive, and socioaffective strategies. With regard of
metacognitive strategies, these ones involve planning, monitoring, and
evaluating comprehension. And, Cognitive strategies are used to manipulate
information.

From this, it is important to recognize that through cognitive and
metacognitive

strategies

learners

can

enhance

their

communicative

competence in L2 and they can also allow the teacher to work on prelistening activities to activate learners’ previous kwnowledge.
In the same way, we also consider important Brumfit’s (1995, p. 162) theory
in order to support the theories previously mentioned, about listening
strategies because he analysed that “the role of the teacher, therefore, is to
encourage children to draw upon different information sources, skills and
strategies in order to learn how to help them understand. Once teachers are
aware of these processes, they will be able to include in their planning
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interactive or specific listening tasks focusing on or more strategies,
described for example in the context of listening to a story”.

That is why, the teacher’s role is one of the main factors in the learning
process as Brumfit (1995) pointed out, because through his/her attitude,
students could find not only a guide, but also a facilitator who gives them
enough opportunities of interaction, in order to express their ideas and points
of view by using English language.

In the same way, the teacher should create a learning environment that could
be meaningful for the students, by taking into account their needs as students
as individual persons, who have different ways of learning and different
perceptions of their real contexts.

If the students find different tools as aids for their learning process, it is
possible that they enjoy what they are doing and consequently they focus
their attention on the new information given by the teacher.
For example, when the teacher makes an activity by presenting a story,
he/she has to take in mind the purpose of the activity according to the
following strategies (Brumfit 1995, p.162):
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1. Getting the general picture
This strategy is used when children are being encouraged to listen to a story
simply for pleasure. In this case the learners do not attempt to focus their
attention on or remember details but to listen for gist to get a general idea of
what the story is about.
Through this strategy, the students do not have to recognize a lot of
information to identify the topic, they just have to work with general ideas by
associating them with they have already learnt to express what is the story
about.

2. Predicting

This strategy is useful when children are trying to follow the sequence of
events in a story. If they are motivated and have some support for their
understanding, they can be encouraged first to predict and then to check
whether what they hear matches their expectation.

If the teacher first of all, begins the story by showing them some pictures and
asking questions about them, it is easier that the students recognize the
context of the story and comprehend in a wide way the information that they
listen after they have seen the pictures. For this reason, the use of didactic
material encourages the students to focus on the activity and achieve the
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purpose of the same.

3 .Extracting specific information

The focus here is on recognizing specific components of the language
system, such as selecting relevant adjectives to describe particular characters
in a story or recognizing specific verbs and nouns when matching pictures
with events in a story. If the aim of the activity is listening comprehension
rather than memory testing, for this strategy to work the learners need to
know beforehand what kind of information to listen out for.

For this kind of strategy, students need to pay attention carefully to the
information presented by the teacher, because they have to be able to
recognize grammatical patterns that they have already learnt by taking into
account their real context in which they frequently interact. It means, they
have to identify words like adjectives, nouns or verbs relating them with some
visual supports in order to understand short story’s sentences. The support
materials (pictures and charts) help the learner distinguish relevant from
irrelevant parts of the message.
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4. Working out meaning from context

It must be made clear to children learning English that they will not be able or
expected to understand every word in a story. Thus the teacher needs to
develop their confidence in facing texts with new vocabulary. Key words may
be glossed beforehand while visual support or written frameworks (for
example charts) will help the learners understand detail. (pp162,163).

The listening activity about telling stories is a motivation activator for children
in activities like these; where they have to get information from something
curiously, by taking into account the teacher has to work with some extra
material to help the students to understand and to practice what has been
learnt.

For working with the meaning of some new words or short sentences, the
teacher has to encourage the students to relate the new information with their
prior knowledge, and explain that it is not necessary to understand the whole
information, only to identify key words through the vocabulary that they have
already known to recognize in which context the story is being developed.

For this reason, it is important recognize Nunan (1999, p.218) when he points
out that

“through the learning of listening strategies, students will not only
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become better listeners, they will also become more effective language
learners because they will be given opportunities to focus on, and go upon,
the processes underlying their own learning”.

All these kinds of strategies are the tools that we as teachers need to develop
the students listening comprehension through different listening activities,
because they are steps that they have to follow to learn new information that
could be meaningful for their learning process and they could use it not only
in the school context, but also in the situations of their daily lives.

We have also found a project about Listening Comprehension called:
“Improving listening comprehension in a second language through the use of
learning strategies” (web). Which presents some ideas on how to improve the
listening ability through learning strategies. It pretends to promote the use of
certain learning strategies when a person is listening to make the learning
process easier, faster, more enjoyable, and meaningful to the student. The
article is divided in three sections that would answer the following questions:
"What is listening comprehension?" What are learning strategies and how can
they be used in the teaching of listening comprehension?", and "How can
strategies

be

taught

in

the

English

classroom?"

This article recognizes that in the areas of second language acquisition
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research and second language teaching. Although, until not long ago listening
was not considered a separate and independent skill in itself, with its own
characteristics, purposes, and microskills, but as an activity or means by
which the other macroskills could be taught and acquired. The focus of this
article is the use of learning strategies in listening comprehension, it also
provides ways in which learning strategies can be taught and learned in an
EFL/ESL classroom. In this sense, understanding the learning strategies that
more successful students use while listening; permits teachers to provide
more and better opportunities for students (both successful and less
successful ones) to listen to and practice with different listening segments
while making use of different learning strategies.

Listening strategies should be didactic tools that could serve as ways to
develop learning. The opportunity that the teacher gives to the students while
they listen, permit them to practice in different ways listening comprehension
in second language acquisition, and allow the teacher to identify the students
learning process through their performance during the activities of application.

We also recognize Brumfit’s (1995, p.160) main dimensions of interaction:
social, cognitive and linguistic, important classification for our project
development, in order to understand and to explain different variables that
involve the communicative act by taking into account that the cited variables
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are continually changing meanings, linguistic structures and depend on how
people produced them and received them.

We found, firstly, the social dimension; this takes into account the fact that
interaction between people is the chief means of maintaining relationships
and exchanging information, aspect really important to insure active classes
and daily communication into the communicative approach.

Secondly, the cognitive dimension refers to the relationship between
interaction and ideas; children hear ideas, suggest their own ideas and
develop new ones, through talking and listening to others, it gives them the
necessary confidence to feel free of using the foreign language and sharing
their previous knowledge too, in order to make contributions to the learning
process of the other ones as well.

Finally, the linguistic dimension refers to the ways in which participants
comprehend the main aim to interpret, predict and summarize components of
the spoken message. At this point, as we can see, it is involved the fact of
listening comprehension gotten as a result of a whole and sequencing
process that includes strategies and many communicative activities involved
to the dimensions described before.
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In addition, we have found that Anderson and Lynch (1988) emphasize the
psychosocial dimensions of language and the listening act related to the
implications for instruction; another achievement is to bring students to an
understanding that listening is not a passive skill but an active receptive skill
that needs special attention in language study activating it from the
communicative way, motivating their own interests and giving them
opportunities to get listening as a way to comprehend the world around them.

The conception of these authors about Listening comprehension is: “The
interpretation listeners make as they hear the spoken text according to their
own purposes for listening and their own store of background knowledge.”
Following this idea, we can say that interpretation implies that in the core of
any listening activity there is a specific purpose connected to previous
knowledge that the listener could have and also the purpose that is expected
to listen. To achieve this skill requires as much work as becoming skilled in
reading, writing, and speaking in a second language followed by an important
factor like the learning environment.

6.7 Learning environment in the listening skill

Taking into account Brumfit (1995), Nunan (1999), Celce-Murcia (2000),
Brown (2000) and Richards’ (1983); we could not forget that the success of
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the application of listening strategies to achieve a general comprehension
depends on the environment in which the listening activities are developed.

Because of this, the learning process in the target language, should be
engaged with the students’ needs in the school context, with the sense of the
development of the ability in listening comprehension could be useful in real
situations. It means, students have to recognize that the improvement of this
ability is not for fulfilling a requirement, as Brown (2000 p. 170) stated, when
he refers to student’s motivation. In contrast to this, the learner should feel
comfortable and interested in what he/she is doing. In every listening activity,
all the students should show their interest for working with curiosity of learning
about new things from which they could take advantage for communicative
interactions inside and outside the school.

As teachers we have to work students’ enthusiasm as a meaningful learning
for them, rather than quantity of information that does not have relation to
their real experiences. If we are interested and motivated in what we are
doing, we easily encourage our students to feel the same. In this way,
learners could find that their listening skill, not only could be practiced in the
classroom activities, but also in other situations, for example by listening to
songs on the radio or T.V programs such as educational videos with their
favorite cartoons’ characters.
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If teachers acknowledge the listening skill as part of the communicative
process and engage the students to work with listening activities to interact in
different situations of their own culture and allow them to compare it with new
ones, it is possible to increase their listening comprehension ability in order
students to recognize the importance and the differences between their native
language and the target one to overcome the barriers in communication.

7. Research methodology:

Taking Communicative approach as an important tool for our teaching
practices, we could develop meaningful activities, for students to find many
opportunities for practicing their listening skill, with emphasis on listening
exercises of making inferences according to their previous knowledge; the
recognition of the gist and the specific information by doing a decoded
process of it and as a result of this to achieve the general comprehension.
In order to develop this research project we took as a base the Actionresearch model which has the identification of strategies in common that can
be implemented and later subjected to observation, reflection and change.
According to Burns (1999 p.24) the major focus of action research is on
concrete and practical issues of immediate concern to particular social groups
or communities. It is conducted in naturally occurring settings, primarily using
methods common to qualitative research (Nunan 1992; McKernan 1996) such
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as observing and recording events and behaviours. Because of its practical
nature and focus on immediate concerns, it holds particular appeal for
classroom teachers and a promising direction for the building of theories
related to teaching and learning.
This kind of research generates a social change and an educational
knowledge about the social and educational reality, it gives autonomy and
power to whom practice them. This kind of research follows cycles of
planning, action, observation and reflection. This process is called by the
authors as an “introspective spiral” because it generates a personal reflection
to the researchers, in our case about the listening comprehension strategies.
The Action- research’s nature in the sense it inquires into the educative
phenomenon inside and in relation to the context where it had place.

Its characteristics according to Burns (1999, p.32) relate to firstly, it is
participative because we work with the intention of improving our own
practices and experiences. Following this, it induces to theorize about the
practice. In that sense, we can say that reflecting about our findings we can
build up theory. Although its practice is done over theory already known, its
reflection at the end of the process is a real construct that contributes to the
knowledge. In the practices we can identify if our initial ideas and theoretical
proposals about the problem have the necessary support besides the
practice.
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Based on Latorre (2003) this kind of research implies to register, compile and
analyze our own judgments, reactions and impressions about what happens;
it demands to keep a personal journal in which we register our reflections;
here, we observe how important our point of view is in this method. It studies
the problem with a reflective component from its researchers; this aspect
gives it a qualitative side taking into account its humanistic component finally,
it makes critical analysis of the situations. In our case, we can observe the
way as the listening strategies implementation is perceived by students, their
behaviour, their comments, attitudes and so on.

The Action - Research has as a main purpose to improve the practice, its
comprehension and to solve the situation where the practice takes place. The
Action-research improves the education through changing and learning from
the consequences of those changes. Its purpose is not to generate
knowledge but to discuss the social practices and the values that integrate it
in order to give an explanation.

Before talking about these stages in a detailed way, we want to clarify what
exactly means the action plan. According to Latorre (2003, p.41), suported on
Elliot (1993) “the research process has begun with a “General idea” which
purpose is to improve or change an aspect of the professional practice:
identified the problem, it is diagnosed and then it is planted the hypothesis or
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strategic action.”

In this case, our “General idea” was gotten in our experience at San Benildo
de La Salle School, during the first semester of 2007 we identified our
research problem through some observations to the head English teacher
which we could see that there was not developed the listening skill, because
she did not do listening activities and the class was developed completely in
Spanish. Our classes and the process of this research took place from
October 2nd to November 13th; during this month we could realize that
listening activities were interesting and new for the students. Identified our
research problem, we began to work on listening activities in order to
accustom students to these kinds of activities. Then we diagnosed the
process through a summative listening test which let us know about their
listening comprehension level. We began to work on this by choosing some
listening strategies which as we have said before were focused on the
communicative approach and were appropriate for children.

Inside the methodological framework, there are many actions which we as
teachers have to develop in order to conceptualize an “action project”
integrated by “action strategies” joined to the teacher-researcher needs. We
have developed a single cycle in our research; this is conformed by the
following stages: planning, acting, observing and reflecting. (Latorre 2003,
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p.42)
At the beginning we developed an action plan to improve their practice. The
plan was flexible to let the adaptation to unexpected effects. At this point we
designed a schedule identifying the strategies selected for the listening
comprehension process, the activities for its application, the sequence
according to the topics, the (visual and listening) material and the exams.

Second, to implement the plan; it has to be deliberated and controlled. Here
we agreed about the content, sequence and strategies for working with the
students. Consequently, and based on the schedule we proceeded to design
our classes including listening strategies, describing them step by step on the
lesson plans.

Third, during the action we observed the process to get data and then
evaluate it. So, this observation must be planned, having a journal for
recording the purposes and field notes. Our journals have been written during
the activities of the class and after them describing all we have worked in the
class. We recorded all those kinds of behaviours, comments, questions that
can give us information about the development of the action, in this case the
implementation of listening strategies. In the field notes we related the
participative observation to our personal comments; these ones include our
perceptions about teaching practice.
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Finally, we reflected about all the information that has been recorded during
the observation aided by the discussion between us the researchers. This
reflection could drive us to the meaning of the social situation reconstruction
(Context) this gave us lights for a next cycle but in our case, all this
information observed gave us data about the assimilation and progress of our
students.

“These steps are done in a more carefully, systematic and rigorous way that it
is developed in the daily practice.” ( Latorre, p.43).
Taking into consideration these steps which make easier and more complete
our research we have found that the Action research method to get data,
analyze it and reflect about is the most available to achieve our research
purposes especially because what we want to do is to analyze the
implementation of some listening strategies in a real educative context and to
find all the aspects that influence the listening practice in the classroom.

In order to get information for the analysis of issues and concerns related to
our students’ listening comprehension project, we collected, the summative
and post-listening tests, a survey, our lesson plans, the schedule with
listening activities for the learning process, field notes and journals these
ones were necessary for us to understand and analyse the findings under the
investigation. As we can see our research project involves quantitative and
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qualitative methods: This makes our research a Mixed- method. According to
Mc. Millan (2004, p.310) this kind of research method refers to mixing or
combining quantitative and qualitative research techniques at multiple stages
from the formulation of research questions through the collection, analysis,
and interpretation of data, (…) the qualitative data collection and analysis
provide useful information to the researcher by highlighting the important
factors and relevant question that become the focus of subsequent
quantitative information.

In our case, it is not enough to implement some strategies and observe the
students’ attitude but it is important to recognize their opinion as participants
of the process and their responses before and after it. These responses were
tested in a quantitative way in order to have specific data about their process
thus; we can measure and compare the results of the process. Our research
method belongs, as we have said, to the action research with a triangulation
design because we analyse the strategies, the students participation, our
ideas about the process with quantitative and qualitative methods- collecting
and analyzing data concurrently afterwards, we can say that according to
Webb (1965) In triangulation, a finding is supported “by showing that
independent measures of it agree with it or at least, don’t contradict it”. For
each stage of our research process we employed the most appropriate
quantitative or qualitative techniques, at the beginning we used the
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summative test; during it the journals, field notes and participatory
observation and at the end the post-listening test and a survey about the
whole process; these multiple sources to support our findings, and to build a
compelling case for what we discovered; merging results together to generate
a single interpretation.

7.1 Setting

La Academia La Salle San Benildo is a public school directed by Hermanos
de la Salle, near La Salle University in the north of the city. This school has a
population around 1400 to 1500 students that belong to the first, second and
third social status. The institution is organised in two sections: primary and
high school and each grade has two groups.

The program of the school is focused on the commercial enterprise
development, in which the students have the opportunity of having experience
about business management that ends when they apply for an institution of
technical studies to continue their occupational training.

Our English practice took place every Tuesday in the mornings with two hours
per group, in which there were around 37 to 50 students per classroom. This
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practice was a new program in the school, implemented by La Salle
University in order to improve the English learning in all the students.

7.2 Participants

We worked with third grade, a group with 36 students, 14 girls and 22 boys;
they were around 8 to 10 years old; they were active, participative,
collaborative and affective children, who liked English learning.

For our research project, we took into account a whole classroom and we
chose this grade in order to have the experience of working with children from
primary school and because at this age they learn differently from older
children, adolescents and adults; furthermore, we consider that English
classes for children are different from other ones, because it was necessary
to work with enough material designed to play and make the students find
meaningful and enjoyable for their learning process.

7.3 Instruments

As we have said before, we have taken action research model design and to
collect data we have selected our lesson plans, field notes, journals, some
children’s listening activities, the summative and post listening tests, and a
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survey as research instruments, in order to collect information with them,
which could be useful and meaningful for the development of our research
project. In order to explain our research instruments we have based on
Latorre (2003, p.57).

a. The participative observation:

In this kind of observation the researcher is implicated directly with the object
of study. It is typically used in educational research and has as a main
characteristic its participative nature. It can be considered as an “interactive
method” because it requires an implication of the observer into the success
observed.
It is supposed to be involved in the social activity and to share some activities
done by students, who can give us data from different ways, in class, after it,
during the break or the special activities. It gave us the opportunity to be near
the community and the problems that let us know their social reality and their
learning advances taking as reference their role as students.

b. Field notes:

These are descriptions written by ourselves about all what happens to our
students, their feelings, behaviours, attitudes besides the class, the teacher,
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among them etc. We recorded all about our groups, following the activities
and strategies. The goal of it is to take these descriptions produced in the
context in the most possible exact and complete way, as the people’s actions
and interactions too.
Burns (1999, p.87) states that: They generally include reports of non-verbal
information, physical settings, group structures and records of conversations
and interactions between participants. The observations recorded in notes
can be oriented in different ways, from overall impressions of the classroom,
to specific aspects of the research.

These records have a reflective content from the observer’s interpretations.
We have recorded all the situations that can be presented while our class and
we have included our own opinion as teachers-researchers with many
aspects for learning in a real educative context involved in many social and
cognitive aspects for analyzing. Field notes are very important research
instruments because it let us to remember all the aspects related to each
class bearing in mind important details.

c. The journals:

The written journal into the educational context is a powerful strategy for
people to relate their experience. This is a way to record experiences that
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could be shared and analyzed later.
We wrote some journals which we related all those relevant aspects for us. In
some cases we talk about the students’ behaviour, in others the class
development, our personal impressions about our teaching practice, however,
the specific point here is to record all related to the listening strategies
application.

This kind of research activities belong to qualitative research all of them have
been long recognized as ways to get data from human groups and joined to
action research they make possible to analyze social and educational practice
in the light of the data evidences and of the critical opinion of the teacherresearchers. As what we wanted to do is to analyze the implementation of
listening strategies, and to know if these really can change the students’
listening level, we designed a pre-listening and post-listening tests, which
were applied, one at the beginning and the other one at the end of our
English practices at this school. The purpose of the application of a prelistening test was to recognize if the students of third grade could present
some difficulties at the moment of doing a listening activity.

The summative listening test was designed by us, the researchers in order to
know the students’ listening level and their attitude before this. For us it is a
kind of proof which we could identify the students’ comprehension about a
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listening activity and to classify what strategies are suitable to follow the
learning process.

In the listening test application we were not worried about the correct spelling
of the answers. This test has three points that prove the listeners’ capacity to
comprehend direct meaning through listening for specifics, dictation and
listening for gist strategies. The listening activities were done with our own
voice and repeated three times each one, we tried to do a simple test, taking
into account that the participants were not used to this kind of proof.

Besides the post-listening test had a different purpose: to know the
improvement of the students’ listening comprehension level, to get
information about the variability, improvements or weak aspects at the end of
process. This test was designed by us using the different strategies applied
along the classes which the students were familiarized with. It has 4 points
that includes direct meaning strategies.
For both of them we gave 1 hour for the students doing it. During the test
application we tried everybody developed each part at the same time.

As a researchers teachers by starting from the theory of Burns (1999) in
action research we were interested not only in the results of their listening
tests but also we considered important a survey application in order to know
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how our students felt at the moment of doing a listening activity, it means
which exercises they comprehended without any problem and which it was
their position when they did not understand what they had to do. With this
survey we look for getting information about their feelings, attitudes,
perceptions, impressions, behaviours, related to listening comprehension
activities applied in class, these aspects are needed for analyzing after the
research cycle. This survey has 11 questions of multiple choices; it was
anonymous for giving to the students more confidence to answer.
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7.4 DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES

DATA COLLECTION PROCEDURES
Instruments

Description

Research and teaching procedure

The
participative
observation
is
related
to
our
teaching
process
through
the
development of the
lesson plans in a
real
educational
context.
Listening summative
test is a proof which
it is possible to
detect the students
learning difficulties
during the process.

Through our pedagogical
intervention, it was possible
to identify the research
problem and also implement
the listening strategies to
overcome the difficulties that
the students have in front of
the listening skill.

Research: to analyse the results of the
activities and the different situations
presented in the classroom.

The application of this
listening summative test was
the first step to select the
listening strategies to apply
them during the learning
process.

Lesson plan is a
teacher's
detailed
description
about
the development of
the lesson for each
class.

The lesson plans
are
focused on the listening
activities like reading aloud,
storytelling, dictations and
song exercises, which follow
the listening strategies of
gist, specific information,
inference
and
general
comprehension.

Field notes are
written comments
made in the course
of
professional
action.

Research: Through the listening summative
test we can get a reference of the students’
oral comprehension to apply the listening
strategies: Listening for gist, for specific
information and general comprehension.
We implemented a post- listening test using
the same pre listening’ strategies.
Teaching: teacher can apply this test after
have done some activities, this in order to
know students advance.
Research: through it, we could analyse
listening activities implementation and the
activities used by taking into account its
sequence and content.
Teaching: it is a guide to follow orderly the
different steps of the class such as warming
up, presentation, practice, production and
evaluation; necessary for planning with time
the class development to avoid improvising
the class sequence.
Research: it is the source to analyze the
daily situations presented during the class,
the sequence and the repetitive events
during class.

With the collection of these
written notes we can take
into account the students’
behaviour in the classroom
and their development during
the activities.
Teaching: We can reflect through them to
recognize important features of the class
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Teaching: by observing the students’
learning strengths and weaknesses at the
moment of doing the class to design the
lesson plans.

which can be guides to make changes and
innovations in our language teaching.

Research
journal
shares account of a
person’s
actions,
thoughts
and
feelings written by
the person himself
or herself.

We are going to use them for
getting information to do
reflections about the class
and recording classroom
events.

Research: We can take important
information that will give us a guide to
develop the research project such as the
authentic students’ work, the situations
presented while listening, etc.
Teaching: by describing the students
performance in oral or written way during
different spaces of the class and/or after it.
Here the teacher has a source of
information to reflect about his pratice; in
our case the attitudes, the opinions, the
different reactions that the students can
have.

8. INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

The English teaching practice that we carried out at the school from October
2nd to November 13th 2007 (see annex J) was focused on the communicative
approach in order to improve the listening skill in the students during the
learning process by taking into account their communicative competence as
Curtain (1988) states: “Listening is the main channel through which the
student makes initial contact with the target language and its culture”. (p.106)

To develop the learning process in our students, we implemented didactic
strategies in the preparation of our lesson plans by taking into account the
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communicative approach, which is focused on language as a means of
communication, in this case through the use of English as a foreign language.
Our research project was focused on working with listening comprehension,
through a set of listening strategies explained by Nunan (1999), Brumfit
(1995) and Celce-Murcia (2001) and according to them, we had chosen
listening for inference, for gist, for specific and for general information, to
design meaningful listening activities to carry out a learning process with the
students of third grade of primary school.

Taking into account that through listening skill, the students get the possibility
of having a first contact with a new language for us it was very important to
increase the communicative competence in them through the development of
this skill because according to

Estándares Básicos de Competencias en

Lenguas Extranjeras (2006 p. 12) “La competencia comunicativa no se puede
trabajar aisladamente pues implica un saber/hacer flexible que se actualiza
en contextos significativos y que supone la capacidad para usar los
conocimientos de la lengua en diversas situaciones, tanto dentro como fuera
de la vida escolar”. It means that they need to express their ideas in specific
contexts by using their knowledge of the language and showing their ability of
constructing meanings about the messages that they listen into the
environments in which they take part.
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The goals for working with listening activities were that listening worked as an
aim for students could recognize that this skill was very important in all
communicative acts and also they learnt to express themselves without
restrictions by increasing their knowledge in grammatical patterns and new
vocabulary to develop their communicative competence.

In other words, we wanted the students to learn to interact in different
situations of their daily lives in a new language, like for example their family
life, how to express their feelings, ideas an doubts inside and outside the
school and recognize the importance of learning English as communicative
tool.

To develop the learning process and to achieve our goals, we focused our
teaching practice into the Communicative approach because as Brown (2001)
states: “it focuses on language as a medium of communication and
recognizes that all communication has a social purpose: the learner has
something to say or find out”.

That is why, we were aware of our teachers role had to be as facilitators of
meaningful tools, which the students were involved with real situations to
communicate their ideas, feelings and points of view; in the same way, a role
as stimulators of interaction between them by using information that they
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could relate with their real experiences of life and also by taking into account
their needs into the learning process.

We designed our lesson plans with communicative activities focused on
listening skill according to Brown (2001 p. 249) “listening comprehension is an
interactive process that involves the students in meaningful communication
tasks” because of this, we did not forget to relate the activities to the different
contexts where the children had contact everyday in order to express their
ideas according to their previous knowledge. In this way, we considered
important that listening activities could engage them in the learning of a
language different from the language their native language.

We considered relevant to apply a listening summative test after working with
some listening activities to recognize what were their listening difficulties
during the process and a final diagnostic test at the end of our practice to
know how it was their learning progress working with listening strategies.
In general, we developed communicative activities through the application of
listening exercises, where the students had to relate what they had already
learnt with the new information in order to construct the meaning of the
message that they listened to and in this way to get involved in the different
communicative situations. To create the interaction between the students, we
worked with didactic material as a support to achieve the students could
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understand the purpose of the listening activities. For example, we worked
with flash cards or colourful posters in order to show the sequence of a
storytelling, we also worked with audio material like tape recorders and CDs
with songs that children found interesting and easy to learn and we designed
workshops with listening exercises to students could draw or use didactic
material to make some handicrafts by following the instructions given by the
teacher.

After practicing the topic for every class and working different listening
activities with the students, we applied an evaluation in formal like listening
tests previously mentioned or in informal way with the activities development
in order to know if the students really had comprehended what we had taught
them or if they still presented problems with the topic developed to work
deeply and achieve the learning goals
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9. DATA COLLECTION

In order to carry out the analysis, after having designed all the listening
activities, we needed to classify all our findings from the research instruments
used during our intervention. We included qualitative and quantitative data in
order to hold our process results.

Burns (1999 p.153) states that action research put forward a number of
reasons why it should be considered as more than just a procedure for
professional development. First, it requires systematic data collection and
analysis, and therefore it differs significantly from the more intuitive
introspection and reflection that may be part of professional development
programs.

We could see some problems related to the listening skill in the students.
They were not used to doing listening comprehension activities because
when, we started with them; students did not pay attention to the tape and did
not consider important to work on that. We could observe some English
classes in the group managed by the head teacher and we could conclude
that the students listening immersion was poor. Teacher worked her class,
the majority of the time speaking Spanish, and the function of the tape
recorder and listening material during the class was null.
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First of all we began to introduce to the students in an English environment
doing listening activities during the classes, and then we applied a listening
summative test on October 2nd 2007 (see annex A) which was designed to
test three principal strategies: listening for specific information, for transferring
and for general information in order to know their process of our intervention.
With the results gotten we planned some listening activities for improving their
listening comprehension process focusing on the strategies with less
comprehension level.

As a second instrument, we designed our lesson plans (see annexes H and I)
focused on different activities which we applied weekly by taking into account
the listening strategies. Those activities were about reading aloud, which the
student had to answer some questions according to a story related; a
storytelling which, before to listen to a tale read by the teacher, the student
had to answer true or false in a grid and draw a picture about it. Filling the
blanks of a song, where we worked with vocabulary known.

Likewise we took journals as a reflective instrument of our research where we
wrote down notes about our thoughts and feelings of our teaching- research
process. But at the same time we considered important to apply a survey to
our students which they could let us know how they felt in the English learning
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process and how was their attitude in front of listening activities. We used
field notes to lean our reflections about our teaching research.
Another instrument was the final diagnostic test (see annex B) applied in
November, 2007 which was designed by taking into account the different
strategies worked during the classes in order to make a comparison with a
summative test, applied on October 2007, through graphics that could show
us the percentage comprehension as a result of the process which always
was focused on strategies such as: listening for specific information, listening
for transferring and listening for general comprehension.

At the end of our work, we used the instruments previously mentioned
included a survey (see annex C) which has 11 points which gave us more
qualitative information about what students thought before our listening
activities application; all of these instruments gave us data for the respective
analysis of the gathered information through them.

Our field notes, journals and the survey (see annexes G, D and C) were
important for us, because through these data information we could see
through the development that the students’ listening comprehension was not
a difficult process in their English level and teaching context. The students
showed interest and understanding towards the listening activities that we
developed during the learning process in the third grade of primary school.
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In order to develop the process of our research project focused on listening
comprehension, we designed a summative test. With the application of this
summative test on October 2nd of 2007, our researching interest was the
identification of some students’ difficulties towards the development of the
listening activities. We applied it with strategies such as: listening for specific
information, which students had to fill in the gaps with the specific word that
they listened, listening for transferring which they had to write the hour on a
clock’s sequence, and the last part of the test was focused on listening for
general information which the students according to the information given,
had to represent it through pictures. Here, we can observe the general
results.
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10. DATA ANALYSIS

As we stated at the beginning of this project, our main research question is
How do students from third grade at San Benildo School react to the
application

of

some

didactic

strategies

to

improve

their

listening

comprehension level?, which we answered in this data analysis through the
following research sub-questions: What kind of listening strategies can help to
improve this skill? And what extra-linguistic aspects are involved in the
development of the listening skill in the English classroom? We answered it
by analyzing all the information found through our research instruments such
as: listening tests results, a survey, our journals and field notes. Analyzing
these instruments and the tests results we could realize that after the listening
strategies application, the listening comprehension improvement had taken
place.

To begin our data analysis, from action research, which was worked with the
mixed method because we included qualitative and quantitative data,
according to our research questions and the instruments that we used to
collected data in our research teaching practice, we found one

main

category: ”Listening strategies” into our field notes, journals, listening tests
and the survey. This category is subdivided into: “Listening for specific
information”, “Listening for general information” and “Students communicative
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strategies to solve listening tasks”. As a second part of our data analysis we
can find: “Implications of listening strategies application, which is subdivided
in: “Attitudes towards listening activities and language learning” and
“Students’ perceptions about English”.

This categorization was done based on Strategies for Data Analysis chapter
of Hubbard R. and Miller, B (1993. p.65) theory which sustains: DATA
ANALYSIS is the process of bringing order, structure, and meaning to the
data, to discover what is underneath the surface of the classroom. There are
many communicative elements and pedagogical factors in our project which
have to be necessarily analysed to find answers to our research problem. In
this chapter we observed that all our research instruments can be analysed
classifying the information collected and theorizing about it. From the ways
we analysed data depends on the different topics that are involved on the
Listening Comprehension and that respond to our research project.

When we decided to work on listening comprehension we began to work on
that one month before applying the summative test doing some activities to
accustom the students to listening skill. As we had begun playing on some
known songs, they were used to listen to music while they were developing
their class activities.
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10. STRATEGIES FOR LISTENING SKILL

Taking into consideration Celce-Murcia (2001 p. 90) a strategy is a plan of
action under learner’s conscious control, in which they choose to direct or
check their own comprehension. That is why a listening strategy is a learning
technique which allows the listener to achieve comprehension.

At the beginning of working frequently listening exercises focused on
listening for specific and general information, the students had some
difficulties to follow instructions, to identify the vocabulary of a reading aloud,
to recognize the topic of a storytelling, to extract specific details and fill in the
blanks of a song. For this reason, we applied a summative test (annex A) to
examine the way our students worked with these listening strategies.

In the results of this test (Figure 1), we found that some a few number of the
students did not identify the specific vocabulary to complete the information
required and they had also difficulties to follow the sequence of the activity
and overcome its comprehension. For this reason, we planned a variety of
activities (Annex J) on a schedule to develop the learning process.

Working on the listening activities planned for the process, we applied a final
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test (annex B) in order to examine if the students’ listening comprehension
had increased with the practiced of these listening strategies. By also bearing
in mind the visual supports that help students to overcome and increase the
language learning process as Ur, Penny (1984, p. 29) stated “Visual materials
like pictures, sketches on the board or magnet-board cut-outs, objects are of
immense value in contextualizing and bringing to life the listening situation as
well as in aiding comprehension of the language”.
To support this statement we took into account our tests: the summative and
final tests.

Figure 1.

Figure 2.

The summative test (see annex A) was designed with 3 listening activities, 2
of them were focused on listening for specific information (figure 1) where
according to some animals, colours, fruits and objects vocabulary, the
students had to fill in the gaps with the information heard on the correct
picture and colour it. In the second part, they had to write the hour that we
said on five small clocks. The final part of the test was an activity for working
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on general information; here the students had to draw pictures according to
the short story about the sequence of a secretary’s life that they listened to.
The purpose of this test was to identify if the students comprehend part of the
information with the help of their own language knowledge background, if they
made inferences through the similar words in L1 and L2 to recognize its
meaning, if they looked for a communicative strategy when they could not
understand what they heard and also if it was easy to focus their attention on
the activity or if they showed difficulties to concentrate on it.

The final test (figure 2, annex B) was also focused on listening for specific
and for general information strategies. In the first activity the students had to
match the information of the column A and B according to what they listened.
In the second part, they had to recognize specific details to draw some
pictures. For the last part of the test, the students had to listen carefully the
storytelling of “Little Mermaid” to choose the correct answer by identifying
where the story took place, the main character and the topic of this story. The
purpose of applying this final test was to examine if the students’ listening
comprehension increased by working with listening for specific and general
information strategies in which the students not only had to understand details
or main ideas of a topic, but also they had to identify the imply message to
construct the communicative meaning of the information.
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The students have got in the summative test 64.7% of correct answers and
35% incorrect from. It is important to keep in mind that the spelling in the
students’ answers does not affect their listening comprehension because the
most important here was to know their listening level, not the way as they
wrote. Thus, in Language acquisition, when the child familiarises him/herself
with some words or expressions, he/she begins to construct meaning without
being aware of making mistakes in his/her speech as Krashen (1987) points
out:“Language acquisition does not require extensive use of conscious
grammatical rules, and does not require tedious drill”. In the second one, final
listening test, students improved significantly their listening comprehension
respect to the summative test. We have here 91, 6% of people who can
comprehend English through listening strategies.

The results of the final test allowed us to see that the listening strategies were
useful to increase the students’ listening comprehension because we, as
teachers, encouraged our students to interact in communicative situations
through the development of listening tasks and we kept in mind what Nunan
(1999, p. 218) stated: “Through the learning of listening strategies, students
will not only become better listeners, they will also become more effective
language learners because they will be given opportunities to focus on and go
upon, the process underlying their own learning”.
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10.1 Listening for Specific Information

Listening for specific information is a strategy that allowed the student to
identify single words like adjectives, nouns, verbs and pronouns without being
aware of they are grammatical patterns, only words that he/she has learnt
before or has listened in other contexts, like watching T.V or listening to the
radio or simply they are new ones for his/her learning but mainly, the student
needed to construct the message of the information given in oral texts, rather
than just identifying grammatical units. In this way, the learners can express
their ideas, they can relate them to the situations of their own worlds and they
can look for communicative strategies that allow them to find the way for
communicate their thoughts, doubts, agreements and disagreements of their
own meaning constructions. That is why; we support our statement in CelceMurcia (2001p.89) who points out: “The listener does not receive meaning,
but rather constructs meaning. The constructed message differs somewhat
from the intended message and is influenced by context, purpose for
listening, and the listener’s prior knowledge”.

Through different activities such as filling the gaps, matching, drawing and
coloring according to a description, etc, we can observe that children
understood that it was necessary to recognize just specific details and not the
whole information to work with these kinds of exercises. That is why, the
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teacher has to consider what Nunan (2002 p.240) suggests to achieve the
goals for this strategy: “it is important to teach learners specific strategies that
can help them understand the processes underlying listening, so that
gradually they can assume greater control of their own learning”.

Figure 3.

In this case, the exercise was about a description of the physical appearance
of three characters and although, the results (figure 3) were good with 76% of
correcteness before 24% of incorrecteness from the summative test, we
worked on this strategy a lot because we found that the majority of the
students had many difficulties to develop activities of recognizing specific
details in class. We had to contextualize them in the topic through activating
their previous knowledge, in which they could make relations and discover by
themselves the meaning of the information, also by encouraging them to be
imaginative and creative to do the listening activities. After strategies for
specific information were applied by designing meaningful and short tasks
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which according to Ur (1984 p.30): “attract student’s attention, help and
encourage them to focus on the subject in hand”, their comprehension
increased one month later in the final test as we can see in the figure 4:

Figure 4.

As example of our listening activities for listening for specific information
strategy we have:

Figure 5.
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Here (figure 5), the students had to color the pictures according to the
description given on the tape recorder in order to fill in the blanks with specific
words about a short clothes description as well as to complete the blanks of a
song. The students enjoyed doing this activity although they were confused
with the word “short and “shirt” without being aware of the sounds difference .
For this reason, it is important that the teacher develops listening exercises
with similar pronunciation as Ur (1984 p. 12) stated: “It is therefore essential
for the learner to achieve familiarity with the common phonemes of the target
language as soon as possible to be an efficient listener”.

Teacher also has to consider that it is important to vary the activities for
applying the listening strategies because these ones need to motivate the
students to understand and catch meaning to develop the activity
successfully. Based on our survey we can say that although all of them did
not have the same comprehension ability, it was necessary to apply them
because this information gave us different points of view about the same
strategy. We can observe here, the results of our survey (annex C) in the
figure number 6 and 7 according to the Question number 10: From the
listening activities that are worked in class, I understand:
a) Fill in the gaps of songs: a lot; a little; nothing
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Figure 6.

Pregunta N° 10
mucho
Pregunta N° 10
poco

17%

33%

8%

Pregunta N° 10
nada
Pregunta N° 10
NS/NR

42%

For this strategy, we found that 33% of the students recognized single words
of the vocabulary that we taught them to do exercises like fill in the gaps and
the 42% had some difficulties to identify the information.
To work with an activity of fill in the gaps, the teacher first has to contextualize
the students with the topic through some didactic aids, thus to encourage
them to express their ideas, opinions and beliefs about the topic in the target
language, by also engaging them to feel confident to speak without worrying
about making mistakes.
b) Answer true or false according to I listen: a lot; a little; nothing

Figure 7.

Pregunta N° 10
mucho

6%
27%

Pregunta N° 10
poco

16%
51%

Pregunta N° 10
nada
Pregunta N° 10
NS/NR
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According to these answers we found that the 52% of the students had
success by recognizing if the information that they listened was true or false,
the 27% had some difficulties to do the listening exercise. It means a high
percentage of the learners identified important information to construct the
meaning of the message without being worried about understanding every
word of the text to get its comprehension.
For working on different listening exercises, the teacher should not forget to
relate the topic to students’ prior knowledge in order to achieve the message
understanding with less difficulties as Nunan (2002 p.239) states: “In the
reconstruction of the meaning, the listener uses prior knowledge of the
context and situation in which the listening takes place to make sense of what
he/she hears. Context and situation include such things as knowledge of the
topic at hand, the speaker or speakers, and their relationship to the situation,
as well as to each other prior events”.

For example, when we worked the topic about seasons (see annex H) in our
English class, we contextualized the students by asking the weather
differences from our country with other ones in which their previous
knowledge help them to understand the topic. Thus they could find false and
true statements in the information given.
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To focus a learner on the purposes of listening exercises, it is important to
begin by working with the listening for specific information strategy in order
the students to accustom to listen for extracting key words that allow them to
recognize the context in which the information is taking part and by also
activating their prior knowledge of the language to understand the information
so later they can get a general comprehension. When the students make
relationships between new concepts and what they have already learnt, it is
possible that they increase their knowledge in L2 and feel confidence to
interact in communicative situations by showing advances in the development
of their communicative competence in their native language as well as their
target language.

10.2 Listening for general information

To work with this kind of strategy, the student has to pay attention carefully to
the information that he/she is listening because the purpose of working with
this strategy is that the student understands the general idea instead of
identifying specific details. They have to follow the sequence of the
information, to recognize the context, people, places, etc; without trying to
understand every word of the information. To achieve a general
comprehension of a topic, the teacher should encourage the students to face
new information through giving their own ideas, making relationships to their
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previous knowledge in order to find the communicative intention, use the
target language and acknowledge the importance of developing their listening
skill into the communication process.

That is why; the teacher has to keep in mind what Brumfit (1995 p. 163)
states: “Good listeners are able to take in a stream of discourse and
understand the gist of it without worrying too much about the details. Listening
for such general comprehension means not stopping for every word, not
analyzing everything that the speaker includes in the text because they are
also able to see beyond the literal meaning of words in a passage, using a
variety of clues to understand what the speaker is implying or suggesting.

For example, in our listening activities to work with this strategy, we applied:
Reading aloud and as pedagogical strategy “getting the general picture”,
aided by pictures about the story for doing better its comprehension. Here
(figure 8), the student A draw what he could comprehend from what he
listened to.
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Figure 8.

These exercises improved a lot the listening comprehension skill in the
students; here we have a comparison between the summative test (annex A)
results and the final test (Annex B) with a month of difference.

Figure 9

Figure 10.

In the figure 9 (summative test annex A) we have 41% of correctness and
59% of incorrectness this represents that more than half of the group could
not comprehend a general idea of what they listened to. But, as we focused
on many activities of story telling and reading aloud by working with this
strategy, we got to improve this result in a very good way as we observe in
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the figure 10 (Final test annex B) the incorrect answers diminished 50%, with
72.2 % of correctness.

Teachers need to choose funny activities to apply listening strategies;
children have to be motivated to get good responses. As Brumfit (1995,
p.162) says, “The role of the teacher, therefore, is to encourage children to
draw upon different information sources, skills and strategies in order to learn
how to help them understand. Once teachers are aware of these processes,
they will be able to include in their planning interactive or specific listening
tasks focusing on or more strategies, described for example in the context of
listening to a story”.

Bearing in mind this statement, in our survey’s results we found that the
majority of the students understood the information through the activities by
applying the listening strategies. According to the question number 10 we can
see their achievements in the chart number 3:
10) From the listening activities that it works in class, I understand:
a) Reading aloud: a lot; a little; nothing b)Draw what I listen to: a lot; a little;
nothing
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Figure 11.

Pregunta N° 10
Pregunta N° 10
mucho

8%
3%
30%

59%

Pregunta N° 10
poco
Pregunta N° 10
nada

According to the answers we found that the 59% of the students understood
almost all the information by working with this strategy, as well as in this kind
of activity that we can see in the following figure:

Figure 12.

Pregunta N° 10
mucho

13%

Pregunta N° 10
poco

0%
22%

Pregunta N° 10
nada

65%
Pregunta N° 10
NS/NR

As we can see in the figure 12, the 64% of the students drew a picture
according to the information that they listened because they focused their
attention on understanding long information instead of word by word.
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It is possible to get satisfactory results by working with these kinds of
activities because if the teacher works with known stories that children have
already read in their native language, they will be encouraged to work with
them, since the topic is related to their previous knowledge and they will
recognize easier parts of the information. The positive results of working in
this way, we also found them through the question number 11 of our survey
(Annex C) and we can see the students’ answers in the figures number 13
and 14.
When I listen in English, I identify easier:
a) Specific words: Yes/No b) The general topic of what I listen to: Yes/No

Figure 13.

Pregunta N° 11 a SI
9%
23%
68%

Pregunta N° 11 a
NO
Pregunta N° 11 a
NS/NR

According to these results, we can see that the students increased their
listening skill by working with different listening activities because the majority
of them extracted specific information to complete an exercise without
difficulty, as well as getting the general idea of a text to relate it to a picture,
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as they did in the last part of the final test with success.

Figure 14

Pregunta 11 SI

16%
8%

Pregunta 11 NO

76%
Pregunta 11
NS/NR

By working with listening strategies, the students can develop their listening
comprehension ability because they can find different ways of developing
listening activities, in which they always need to appeal for their previous
knowledge to face the message implied in the text and with the help of the
teacher by creating meaningful activities with communicative purposes to
engage the learners with the task. According to Celce-Murcia (2000 p.115) “in
a variety of listening tasks that resemble games and at the same time focus
on identification and recognition of spoken sequences”.

10.3

Students’ Communicative Strategies to solve Listening Tasks

According to Nunan (2002 p.239) “For designing listening tasks, it is important
to teach learners to adopt a flexible range of listening strategies”. If the
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student learns to work a listening exercise in different ways such as extracting
specific details or recognizing the general idea, he/she will understand the
purpose for every activity and he/she will be encouraged to look for a
communicative strategy that allows him/her to answer the exercise.
The teacher should consider that “strategies vary intraindividually; each of us
has a number of possible ways to solve a particular problem, and we chose
one or several in sequence for a given problem” (Brown 2000 p. 113).

Therefore, from our journals and field notes we could see that when we
applied activities as story telling or reading aloud students continuously tried
to guess the meaning, translating the vocabulary understood to express an
idea about it and some of them asked for help to do the activities. These
kinds of strategies show that at the moment of applying listening tasks many
social-communicative factors were involved to solve the tasks.

Listening tasks encourage children to look for communicative strategies for
developing the activity such as asking questions of one’s interlocutor, getting
the other speaker to slow down, tape recording and relistening (Celce-Murcia,
2000 p. 105 ) thus when they do not understand what to do because of the
target language, they need to clarify their doubts through a communicative
way and “once students understand the language they should be able to do
the activity as a whole with no difficulty”. (Ur 1984).
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Sometimes during story telling activities, they were confused during the
reading and continuously asked: “¿Usted entiende algo?” in these cases,
when the students are confused the teacher has to pause the activity and ask
them some questions to understand and remember the vocabulary of the
story by using supports that help the learners to comprehend the information.
Taking into consideration Brumfit (1995 p.164) “Possible frameworks to be
used can take the form of pictures, charts or questions which aim to create
interest and supply motivation and support for the successful completion of
the task”.

During listening activities it is common that children frequently ask the teacher
for the pronunciation because sometimes they can not understand the
information from the tape recording so, it is important that the teacher repeats
the word after playing again the tape recorder. As Ur (1984 p. 12) points out:
“It is essential for the learner to achieve familiarity with the common
phonemes of the target language as soon as possible if he/she is to be an
efficient listener because if he/she learns to pronounce the sounds accurately
him/herself, it will be much easier for him/her to hear them correctly when
said by someone else”.

This information can be observed through the analysis of the question
number 7 of the survey in the figure number 15.
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When I understand what I listen, but I can not remember how to write it:
a) I write it as it sounds; b) I do not write it; c) I write it in Spanish; d) I look at
what my partner writes.

Figure 15

5%
8%

Pregunta N° 7 a

0%

Pregunta N° 7 b
Pregunta N° 7 c
87%

Pregunta N° 7 d

Here, we can see (figure 15) that the majority of the students worked the
same communicative strategy and they were not aware of the spelling in the
moment of taking their notes, only in getting the information that they listened
and this is a meaningful achievement because they understood that the main
idea was comprehend oral information to develop their listening skill rather
than working with their writing one.

Listening tasks make learners look for different communicative strategies in
order to understand its purpose and achieve the learning goal. That is why,
we consider what Lee James and Vanpatten (1995 p.22) state: “the listening
comprehension is demonstrated as learners use strategic responses as part
of their communicative responsibilities”.
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If the teacher encourages the

students to develop their autonomous learning, they will be aware of every
activity developed in different contexts, has a communicative purpose which
implies the learners creativity and responsibility to accomplish it.

Analyzing the communicative strategies to solve tasks, we found some
difficulties and achievements that the students faced at the moment of doing
the listening activities.
We found the following difficulties:

- Students were not used to English listening activities.
- Lack of motivation
- Short periods of attention
- Lack understanding of instructions in the target language

In our Field notes and journals (Annexes F and G) we found that students
have some difficulties when they face listening activities, some of them
because of the lack of being used to listening English, of motivation, short
periods of concentration typically in children: “They (children) have a limited
attention span, unless activities are extremely engaging they can easily get
bored, losing interest after ten minutes or so.” (Harmer, 2001 p.38).

To increase their listening comprehension it is necessary to create a listening
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environment in the classroom, doing exercises of repetition, singing, giving
commands or asking for answers in an oral way; but always varying the way
of teaching, and taking into account the time employed to do each activity; all
of this to accustom students to the English use in the classroom, making of it
a way to communicate in the daily life. It depends on the communicative and
pedagogical strategies that the teacher selects, looking for getting students’
motivation, for this achievement, teacher counts with a plenty of motivational
strategies which, according to Dornyei (2001 p.28) are techniques that
promote the individual’s goal-related behaviour, which refer to those
“motivational influences that are consciously exerted to achieve some
systematic and enduring positive effect.”

As teachers that work with human beings; motivating someone can involve
many different affective and social aspects, the issue for us is to facilitate the
learning, not to control it but guiding in attempts to motivate students. We
have to show the students that listening comprehension is an important goal
for them, that it is an aspect that helps them to understand English language
and that each activity is necessary for practicing and learning more.
We took some strategies to promote classroom L2 learning such as:

•

Making learning stimulating and enjoyable.

•

Presenting tasks in a motivating way
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•

Protecting the learners’ self-esteem and increasing their self-

confidence.
•

Creating learner autonomy

•

Promoting cooperation among the learners.

In our journals, we could identify some specific activities that can show some
motivational strategies application applied in class. In journal 1 (annex D) we
found an activity with puppets done by the students, which they had not only
to follow instructions to make them but also to do an oral show. It is an
example of how to make learning stimulating and enjoyable because students
are interested in what their peers are doing with their puppets in front of the
class, and over all they are practicing listening, the purpose of the activity.

Other important point to achieve listening comprehension in a communicative
way was to achieve that children could understand instructions in the target
language, it is worthy to speak English most of the time in class for students
to increase their listening practice and to create a real environment where
English is used to communicate. Working with Communicative approach
means according to Harmer (2001 p.85) that “(…) a plentiful exposure to
language in use and plenty of opportunities to use it are vitally important for a
student’s development of knowledge and skill (…) English spoken involves
students in real or realistic communication”. It is possible make understand in
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the target language, teachers have to use gestures, different voice tones and
movements.

A target language environment communicates the message immediately that
the new language is adequate and appropriate for dealing with the ongoing
communication needs of everyone in the class, teacher and students. We
asked this question to know what students thought about this. As we can see
in the following results of our survey, the majority of them understood
instructions in English.
Question number 3: It is difficult for me to understand the teacher’s
instructions? Yes /No Why?

Figure 16

Pregunta N° 3 SI

3%

65%

Pregunta N° 3 NO

32%
Pregunta N° 3 No
Responde

Here (Figure 16), 12 students said they could understand teacher’ instructions
while 24 students said they could. That is, the 65% in contrast to the 32% that
could not understand what the teacher said.
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When students did not understand enough to solve a listening activity they
looked

for

communicative

strategies

that

could

respond

to

their

comprehension difficulties. It is important that students feel confidence when
they ask the teacher or a partner because children feel more confident of
doing the activity and at the same time they are doing a social process of
decodifying; following the Celce-Murcia’s (2001 p. 88) theory “The listener
must use his or her knowledge of the language to recognize meaningful
sound units and to identify words. Next the listener works with the words and
phrases he or she has decoded to form meaningful units (…)”.

Having said that, to make a closer approximation to what decodify term
means in listening skill, it is important to highlight that listening is like reading
(Bowen and Marks, 1994) in the way that the listener as the reader shares
some characteristics during their learning process. Listener as a reader is
actively, though normal unwarily, involved in constructing understanding.

The listener uses what he/she hears to draw conclusions, make evaluations,
and experiences changes in knowledge, attitude and behaviour. In this way,
what it is communicated to a person it is created by him/herself.
Into the achievements we found:
-

Listening comprehension improvement

-

Recognition of the vocabulary in context.
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In the survey applied on November 13th, 2007 (Annex C) in the questions
number 2, 3, 4 and 6 we found a relation between vocabulary comprehension
and listening comprehension improvement: it was an achievement of the
students at the end of the listening strategies application because they could
recognize the vocabulary in context of complete listening texts. In some
activities as Story telling, at the beginning we gave the students a list of
vocabulary that would be used in the story, this to do easier its recognition
and their comprehension of the story. Here we have:
QUESTION 2: When I listen to the vocabulary that I have previously studied
in class, Can I recognize it easily? a) Yes

b) Not.

Figure 17

11%

Pregunta N° 2 SI

3%

Pregunta N° 2 NO

86%
Pregunta N° 2 No
Responde

We stated according to the figure 17, that the 86% of the population affirm to
recognize known vocabulary inside the complete text, here students could
remember information given before and recognize it in the listening activities,
according to Bulletin (1952) “The listener must have a continuous set to listen
and understand, and as he hears the utterance, he may be helped by some
kind of set to process and remember the information transmitted.” The 11% of
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the students had difficulties working with listening for specific information as a
listening strategy; it means to identify single units that belong to the parts of
speech. In this process the teacher must give the vocabulary that will be
worked on the listening activity, and this activity has to be related to the topic
of the class, in this way the student can remember while relating the
information, getting comprehension.

Bulletin (1952) states that: “Listening and understanding speech involves a
number of basic processes, some depending upon previous knowledge that is
not necessarily of a purely linguistic nature, and some depending upon
psychological variables that affect the mobilization of this competence and
knowledge in the particular task situation.” As an example about this in our
field notes number 8 we did an activity which related the vocabulary already
known by the students to the topic of the class. All the students had to make a
monster and in front of the class talk about its physical appearance showing
its eyes, its mouth, and its teeth in an enjoyable way. The activity was
developed in a positive way because the students talked in front of the class
and liked so much to listen to their partners to talk about their monsters.

We could see that they showed enthusiasm for seeing the monsters of the
others. This was a good activity because students could use vocabulary
already known and enjoyed it.
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During the English practice where we applied listening strategies, there was a
lot of listening practice whose results could be observed on the test but it is
important to know how the students felt after the whole process ended. In the
survey we included a question about what they though about their learning in
listening skill.
QUESTION 6: During the last two periods of English practice, Do I feel that
my listening skill has improved?
a)A lot b) Little and c) Nothing

Figure 18

30%

0%
Pregunta N° 6 a
Pregunta N° 6 b

70%

Pregunta N° 6 c

We found according to the figure 18 that the 70% of the students considered
that their listening skill had improved after practicing listening exercises that
were chosen by taking into account the listening strategies, contrary to the
30% who regarded not having to increase this skill during this period. The
students’ criteria were worked in order to understand what listening meant for
them, how they could in the different listening activities and improvement on
their listening comprehension level. We can see the students’ responses in
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Figure 19.

30%

0%

Pregunta N° 6 a
Pregunta N° 6 b

70%

Pregunta N° 6 c

Bearing their answers in mind, we can say that for all of them the application
of listening strategies have improved their listening skill, this application
affected their learning any way, and this is an important fact for them and for
their language learning process. As we could see in the first part of this
analysis, the students’ listening comprehension increased a lot (see figure 1);
Brumfit’s (1995, p.162) pointed out: “the role of the teacher, therefore, is to
encourage children to draw upon different information sources, skills and
strategies in order to learn how to help them understand. Once teachers are
aware of these processes, they will be able to include in their planning
interactive or specific listening tasks focusing on or more strategies,
described for example in the context of listening to a story”. With the listening
strategies teacher follows some steps in order to plan and monitor the
learning process –listening for specific information or for general informationand in this way to achieve the learning process, the listening comprehension.

As a conclusion, we can say that it is needed to analyse achievements and
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difficulties that our students can have not at the end of the process but during
it. Recognizing their problems we can make better activities. All the difficulties
presented here were solved in any way. We wanted to apply listening
strategies but during the process we realized that we had to get
communicative strategies to do it.

10.2 LISTENING STRATEGIES: MORE THAN A SKILL

In this subcategory we did an approximation about the attitudes and
perceptions about English that students have at the moment of facing a
listening activity.
These implications are important in the way teacher has to know how to
design and do changes in his/her classes. Inside this subcategory we could
find two parts:” Attitudes towards listening activities and language learning”,
and “Students perceptions about English”. We began with:

10.2.1 Attitudes towards Listening activities and Language Learning

This kind of category is about the attitudes that the students had in the
moment of listening to the teacher’s instructions or doing a listening exercise,
the way they relate what they heard to what they understand found many
problems for children. That is why to have enough confidence with the
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teacher to ask for information and with the others is a vital element to achieve
listening comprehension, because Listening is a social-communicative skill
which needs to be socialized; According to Halliday (1970, p.143)
“Interactional language is “social type” talk; it is person oriented more than
message oriented. Thus, we as teachers need to provide practice
experiences in both transactional and Interactional talk.” This shows us that it
is important to socialize the listening practice in the way that recognizing it as
a communicative practice it has to be developed in its use, in order to verify
this statement in the practice, we asked the students what they did when they
did not understand a listening activity or the teacher’s instructions; we found
that a common attitude of them was to socialize their doubts with their peers
and with the teacher to solve them. As the survey (annex C) results confirm it:
Question 1: When I do not understand what the teacher says, or the listening
exercises through cassette or CD, what do I do?
a) I ask my teacher; b) I ask my classmate; c) I do nothing; d) other, which?

Figure 20

19% 0%

3%

Pregunta N° 1 a
Pregunta N° 1 b
Pregunta N° 1 c

78%

Pregunta N° 1 d
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In terms of percentages, we found that the 78% preferred to ask the teacher
when they did not understand her instructions or the listening exercises, a
19% decided to ask their classmates, other students took a different attitude
in front of these situations. Language is a social issue that being socialized
can find answers and comprehension by the students.
Question 4. Which of these activities I do during the listening exercises?
a) Ask my partner; b) Ask my teacher; c) I make a picture; d) I write it in
Spanish

Figure 21.

Pregunta N° 4 a

16%

22%

Pregunta N° 4 b

8%
Pregunta N° 4 c

54%

Pregunta N° 4 d

It means, that the 54% of the students preferred to ask the teacher instead of
taking other possibility like the 22% who asked their classmates if they did not
understand, the 16% translated what they listened and the 8% drew a picture
according to what they listened.

Children could find out communicative ways through which they listened and
also through they saw, for example words that their friends and teachers use
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frequently and gestures too. They ask others to solve doubts that are present
in each activity of class. Especially the teacher, because as Harmer (2001
p.38) said: “They have a need for individual attention and approval from the
teacher”. Here, we can say that when students are listening and developing
an activity they always are aware of their own process checking their
responses with the help of the teacher. In our case, we could see that
students always tried to keep a communicative link to others while they listen
instructions or an activity.

10.2.2 Students’ Perception about English

The purpose for this subcategory is to identify what was the students’ point of
view in front of the skills, especially in listening because “This skill demands
active involvement from the hearer” (Littlewood 1981 p.66). Thus, the student
recognizes that oral interactions are important to take part into communicative
situations of the real life. Among the pedagogical exercises we wanted to
determine which the perception was about listening and understand oral
exercises before other that are more common in class.
Question number 5: Which exercises of the English classes do you find more
difficult? Choose one.
a)

Write in English; b) Listen and understand English; c) Read in English;

d) Speak in English.
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Figure 22.

Pregunta N° 5 a

30%

32%

Pregunta N° 5 b
Pregunta N° 5 c

8%

30%

Pregunta N° 5 d

We can see in the graphic that the major percentage is 32% related to writing
skill, we strongly believe that these students did not like to write because they
had to do it all the time during their daily routine, in English and in their other
subjects. According to our journal n. 5 we tried them to listen more than
writing, this was a difficult goal to achieve because we noted that every
teacher wrote on the board and the students copied immediately, they were
more aware of what they wrote than in doing other activities.

We also notice that in relation to listening and speaking skills there is the
same result of 30%, which is different from reading skill that only has an 8%
of difficulty into the population inquired. This tells us that English is
considered as a whole because from these results we observed that almost
all the skills are perceived as difficult in the same range. As Curtain (1988, p.
106) said, “Listening, speaking, reading and writing must be regarded as an
integrated whole in the elementary and middle school foreign language
classroom”. According to this we can say that in language teaching all the
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skills are a whole although we focused on listening skill we consider that the
development of the class needs activities that include all four groups of skills,
working all of them toward achieving the goals of thematic planning focused
on meaning.
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11. CONCLUSIONS

According to our research question of how do students from third grade at
San Benildo School react to the application of some didactic strategies to
improve their listening comprehension level and the sub-questions mentioned
before, we worked on listening for specific and general information strategies
to carry out a learning process in order to answer for these questions. That is
why, we considered that the combination of both strategies were useful to
encourage the students’ awareness to know how they could understand the
information that they listened to in target language for interacting in
communicative acts, by taking into account their

background in this

language.

Based on the results that we got from our data collection and its analysis
through journals, summative, final listening tests and the survey; we found the
answers for our main and sub research questions. The results showed us an
improvement of the listening comprehension level. We also realized that the
process involved some factors during its application such as that the students
had to get communicative strategies due to learning language is a social
practice and as it, a constant communication among student-teacher and
student-students, the application of strategies demands the teacher’s
attention during the process in each activity, listening skill involves
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communicative aspects in the way that students are receiving, decodifying
information and interpreting it to get listening comprehension showed in their
responses. Thus, we consider Listening skill as a receptive but active ability
only got by children’s interaction.

In order to develop the listening comprehension ability in the learners, the
teacher has to be aware of everything that implies the learning process to
achieve good results. For example the teacher should consider the learners’
age and their English level to develop a set of listening activities to carry out
the goals proposed for the learning process. He/she has to take into account
the different listening strategies that allow to design a variety of listening
exercises. These exercises should be worked through the use of different
didactic materials that encourage the learner to work with them and that the
child finds in his/her teacher a guide who provide him/her enough tools and
opportunities of learning in a confident environment.

Moreover, the teacher has to take into consideration that it is important to
evaluate if in the learning process there are difficulties to provide the learners
a reshaping of the tasks in which they are taking part. In this way, working
listening will be useful for the development not only for this skill in the learners
but also for their communicative competence to interact with the different
situations of their daily lives.
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12. PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

This research project is useful for teaching English as a foreign language
because it takes into account the importance of listening skill in the
communicative process. To work on this skill in English classes allows
teachers to be aware of how learners of L2 increase their communicative
competence with information that they listen to not only in the school
contexts, but also in other ones of their real world.

If teachers are interested in developing listening activities in their classes,
they need to know how to plan them through listening strategies. They have
to keep in mind the purpose that each listening strategy has to carry out the
activities comprehension.

In this research project, teachers can find topics that are important at the
moment of working listening skill, in which linguistic and extra linguistic
aspects are involved with the purpose of developing meaningful and
achievable communicative situations for language learning.

Likewise, teachers can find in the content of this project, how listening for
specific and general information strategies allow listeners to improve their
listening comprehension level because through these strategies, the students
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accustom to listen different information with different communicative
purposes, in which they not only had to identify specific details or the main
idea of the topic, but also they needed to look for communicative strategies to
express their own doubts, ideas or points of view in relation to the topic.

Listening strategies allow the teachers to promote meaningful learning and
this is possible to do it if the students find interesting activities, if their
background knowledge is activated before developing the activity and if they
find also supports to guide their comprehension.

This research project is important for English as a foreign language teaching
because this analyses the implementation of listening strategies and the way
as they are taken by the students to improve their listening comprehension
level, in this process we found some difficulties related to their motivation and
behavior although we could achieve a good listening comprehension level.

As English teachers, we know the importance of taking into account all the
learning skills, when we focused the classes on one specific skill the other
ones can work as evidence of what we worked on such as writing and
speaking skills.
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Motivation is really important to improve any learning process, especially in
children; to get a real listening improvement on them teachers need to apply
to a variety of motivational strategies in order to make them interact in
meaningful listening activities with a social purpose. Working with
communicative approach is necessary if what teachers want to apply are
listening strategies; they find many didactic options, always involving to the
students as participants in their own knowledge construction.

The listening activities must have a relation to the rest of the class
development: to the topic, to the vocabulary learnt, it is important that the
student could familiarize with it. When listening comprehension is tested, it is
necessary that, through simple activities teacher could get information about
content, task (how the learner is asked to demonstrate comprehension), and
language performance. Testing regarded as a way of checking listening
process not only final results.
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13. FURTHER RESEARCH

It is important to recognize that this research was made for a basic stage of
children, it is worthy to work on other aspects which come from this research
topic because we did not study in depth issues such as language awareness,
learning styles, learners' attention, materials development in language
teaching, listening activities focus on the development of the learner's critical
thinking rather than comprehension ability, speaking development because of
listening process in children.
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ANNEXES
ANNEXE A
SUMMATIVE TEST SAN BENILDO DE LA SALLE SCHOOL
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ANNEX B
ACADEMIA LA SALLE SAN BENILDO
LISTENING FINAL TEST

Name: ____________________________ Date: ________________ Group: 301
1. Match the column A to B according to the information that you listen:
A
B
a) Mary is a
Bus driver
b) Louis is a
Student
c) Janeth is a
Secretary
d) Mark is a
Housewife
2. Listen and draw:
a) Mario

b) Patty

c) Annie

3. According to the story, match the correct answer:
•

The situation is:
a) In the park ___

•

c) In the school ___

The people are:
b) a girl and a boy

•

b) On the beach___

b) Many people

c) Two boys

The story is about:
a) a problem in a castle___ b) a birthday party___ c) a girl living in the ocean__
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ANNEX C
Survey
ACADEMIA LA SALLE SAN BENILDO
SEÑALA CON UNA X LA RESPUESTA QUE ES VERDADERA PARA TI:
1. Cuando no entiendo lo que el profesor(a) dice, o los ejercicios de escucha con
casete o CD, qué es lo que hago?
Pregunto a mi profesor(a) ____ b) Pregunto a mi compañero______
c) No hago nada_____________ d) Otra___, cuál?_______________
2.
Cuando escucho el vocabulario que he estudiado anteriormente en clase, ¿lo
reconozco fácilmente?
Si___ No___
3.
Me cuesta trabajo entender las instrucciones dadas por mi profesor(a)?
4.

¿Cuáles de estas actividades realizo durante los ejercicios de escucha?
Pregunto a mi compañero___ b) Pregunto a mi profesor(a)____
c) Dibujo___

d) Lo escribo en Español_______

Por qué?____________________________________________________
5.

¿Qué ejercicios de clase de inglés le parecen más difíciles? Seleccione uno.
a) Escribir en Inglés____

b) Escuchar y entender el Inglés_____

c) Leer en Inglés_______

d) Hablar en Inglés____

Por qué?
_______________________________________________________
6.
Durante estos dos últimos bimestres de práctica de inglés, ¿siento que he
mejorado mi nivel de escucha?
Mucho______ b) Poco______ c) Nada______
7.

Cuando entiendo lo que escucho, pero no recuerdo como escribirlo:
Escribo como suena_____ b) No lo escribo____
Lo escribo en Español____ d) Miro lo que escribe mi compañero____

8.

Cuando escucho identifico más fácilmente:
Personas_____ b) Lugares_____c) Fechas_____ d) Objetos_____
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9. Cuando escucho puedo entender más:
Palabras_____ b) Oraciones____
10.

En las actividades de escucha que se hacen en clase, yo puedo:
a) Entender Lectura en voz alta: mucho___ poco____ nada___
b) Dibujar lo que escucho: mucho___ poco___ nada___
b) Completar espacios de canciones: mucho___ poco___ nada___
c) Responder falso o verdadero según lo que escucho: mucho___ poco___
nada___

11.

Cuando escucho en Inglés, identifico fácilmente:
a) Palabras específicas: si___ no___
b) El tema general de lo que
escucho: si___ no___
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ANNEX D
Journal: 1
GROUP: 301
LESSON N°: 15
DATE: September 11th, 2007
TOPIC: speaking: Puppets

In order to improve the English use I decided to organize a Puppets show in
class where the students had an opportunity to speak.
The students worked hard on their puppets, they don’t have so much
experience sewing but, I think, it was a great experience for them, especially
because of the listening, they had to follow instructions.
Some of them didn’t do anything during the class, so, they have to do the
puppet in house for the next class.
They said they liked so much the activity; I began to work with my own puppet
in order to show them the way to design it, it was useful because the students
are not used to follow commands but this time they had to do an effort to
comprehend the instructions.
I couldn’t do the complete class because at the beginning I had to do a
reading (reflection) of the school, and the design of the puppets took many
time too.
At the moment of speaking, they were more aware because of the puppets,
but they are so shy, they don’t like to speak English, but I’m trying the get it.
I’m going to finish this class the next one. I hope to do it.
Who were undisciplined have to make the puppets house for next class the
presentation, if they do not do it, they will lost an achievement. There was a
girl that helped to the other to make the puppets but she did not do a puppet
for her.
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ANNEX E
Journal 2
LESSON Nº: 16
DATE: September 18th, 2007
TOPIC: Daily routines
The students were very responsible with the homework (puppets) but, sadly
some of them didn’t do it. People pending of making the puppets’ house
made it.
Generally, they like it so much, although they talk low; they don’t like to talk
English, less in front of the class; but it was a good exercise because they
have to.
Sandra, who is a difficult student, was kicking her partners during the puppets
presentation, I told her that worst than don’t work is don’t let that other people
do it; she was very upset with me.
Then, at the 2nd hour of class we watched a video about clothes, body parts
vocabulary and the numbers.
While they watched the video –proposed by a student- , they had to write
down the new vocabulary. Students liked the video; they had to be at the
classroom 15’ more because of their indiscipline.
At the second hour, I began to work the pending activity about talking
puppets. The activity was organized by groups where the students received a
dialogue in order to do a show. Then, I introduced the topic “The Numbers”
with a song that they enjoyed so much, without music, just singing.
As homework students have to memorize the song, it is necessary for
beginning to work with the numbers next class.
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ANNEX F
Journal 6
LESSON Nº: 20
DATE: October 23rd, 2007
TOPIC: The seasons
I tried to begin my lesson plan development, but I could observe that students were
very tired of being into the classroom; they did not want to do any kind of activity. For
that reason I decided to change the warm up step and I took them to the field. There
we practiced a game about colors, it was really relaxed for them, and they run so
much and enjoyed it.
During the class they were aware although they wanted to continue playing, we
began the class talking about the weather.
The students say they do not like that teacher speaks English, but I can see they pay
more attention when teacher uses the target language.
There is a girl than does not work in class, I had to ask her for attention in front of the
class, and it was so embarrassed for her.
I have tried to change this situation, but she does not show any intention of changing
her attitude.
They liked so much the topic, it was a review, because is a topic worked even in
class, with the head teacher; my class really is a practice space.
During the story telling they were so confused and continuously asked: “¿Usted
entiende algo?”, although I have explained the vocabulary used before the activity,
they do not seem to have got it, may be it is hard to understand in context.
I could not to collect all the listening activities the last class it was a mistake,
because when, I collected them today, I realized that some parents help the students
to do it. On the other hand, they had to draw what they had understood, but they
copied the pictures, this is not used at all.
Students continuously try to guess the meaning translating the vocabulary understood, that is
a fact that do not let others think in English, or at least, to understand the vocabulary although
it could be a strategy to understand among them.
At the end of the activity I collected all the tests and I could see that some children help to
others to do the activities. I have to be aware about this, or to take advantage of this situation
in a positive way.
Student A, a difficult child today was very undisciplined in class. When I asked for her
attention she was very upset, as always. Today, during break I told to student B, the Head
teacher; he told me that she is a very difficult child, sometimes she is rude with the teachers,
and she can’t be scolded as the others, it seems that she has had a hard life. I have tried to
talk to her, but I do not see any change in her attitude.
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ANNEX G
FIELD NOTES 7
LESSON Nº: 21
DATE: October 30th, 2007
GROUP: 301
TOPIC: The clothes
OBSERVATIONS

COMMENTS

When we began the class, outside
there were cutting a tree and the
students wanted to see. They had the
attention very dispersed and they tried
to see through the window. I let them
to see it but the discipline coordinator
make them sit down on their chairs.

During the listening exercises they
continually asked for the pronunciation,
because they did not understood from
the tape recording, I had to repeat the
words. Among them they repeated the
vocabulary. Like the exercise was by
pairs, some of them talked aloud and
When they sat down again, I tried to the others did not listen in a good way.
work with a new Game according to
the lesson, but they did not want to
play that “Simon says”, may be it was
more difficult for them, and they asked
for playing the last one. We played
then the game they asked for and I
began with the class.

I had to repeat many times the
recording.
There is a child that never works in
class, so, I said him that worked alone,
he worked during all the class, overall
what he liked the most was the song of
the second part, and he sang and
When I began to work with the topic
danced.
proposed in the lesson, the material
used was something very interesting to
them. I put on the board the figure of a
girl and, all join dressed up it with
winter clothes. Next, we dressed up a
boy for summer. They like so much the
class, especially because they had to
do complete sentences with this and
say them.
Thus, we worked by pairs with a guide,
it was focused on listening skill (my

project).
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They talk too much.
Finally, we could not talk about the
activity because the time was over, but
three pairs had to stay in the classroom
during a part of the break because they
had not finished the activity.

ANNEX H
ACADEMIA SAN BENILDO DE LA SALLE
LESSON PLAN # 20
CLASS: 301
DATE: October 23rd, 2007
HEAD TEACHER: Patricia Rondón
DIDACTIC UNIT: The seasons
COMMUNICATIVE OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to talk about the seasons
LINGUISTIC OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to use the simple present tense.
Vocabulary: Weather and clothes
STEPS OF
THE CLASS
Warm – up

ACTIVITIES
TEACHER
Routines: Dates,
greetings
Game: colors review:
teacher gives the
commands to
students.
Game: the hung:
some new vocabulary
words related to the
seasons.
Giving some clues
about the season, the
clothes used and the
weather of each one.

Presentation
Reading
Listening

Practice
Speaking
Writing

Talking about the
weather showing
some flash-cards to
explain new
vocabulary related to
the seasons:
Weather, clothes and
months.
With some pictures to
help, teacher does a
reading aloud activity

ACTIVITIES
STUDENT
Writing the dates
and practicing
greetings.
Following
commands given
by the teacher:
Green “Running”,
Yellow “Being
ready” and red
“Stopping”.
Game: The hung:
by lines, as teams,
they try to
complete the words
following some
clues to guess
them.
Talking about the
weather writing and
practicing new
vocabulary on the
notebook and
drawing it.

Students look the
pictures, guessing
some new
vocabulary through
them while listen to
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MATERIALS
The school field
Board markers

Colors
Flashcards
Notebook
Didactic
material:
Pictures

TIME

30’

20’

20’

the story told by
the teacher
Production
Writing

Asking questions
related to the topic.
Giving examples on
the board to write a
complete sentence
about the weather.

Evaluation
Listening

Teacher gives
instructions to answer
the test.
Teacher writes the
test on the board.

By couples, they
have to choose a
season, and tell to
others what activity
they can do during
the season. Ex:
Summer –
swimming
Answering
some
teacher questions
Students write the
answers on a piece
of paper.
Students answer
the true-false test
according to what
they listen.
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A tale “The
seasons story”
Notebook
A true-false
test.

Board
Notebooks
Pictures
Markers
pencil

20’

ANNEX I
ACADEMIA SAN BENILDO DE LA SALLE
LESSON PLAN # 21
CLASS: 301
DATE: October 30th, 2007
HEAD TEACHER: Patricia Rondón
DIDACTIC UNIT: The clothes
COMMUNICATIVE OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to talk about the clothing
related to the seasons
LINGUISTIC OBJECTIVE: The student will be able to use the simple present tense.
VOCABULARY: The seasons, weather, clothing
STEPS OF
THE CLASS
Warm – up

ACTIVITIES
TEACHER
Routines: Dates,
greetings
Giving commands:
game: “Simon says”
teacher give
commands to the
students
Presentation Helped by some
Reading
pictures, presenting
Listening
“dress-up” some
figures of people
according to the
season present by the
teacher, pronouncing
the vocabulary
Practice
Reading the song
Listening
“Sally has…”clarifying
Writing
new vocabulary.
Giving the guides,
solving doubts and
repeating when it was
necessary.
Production
Motivating to speaking
Speaking
in the target language
Asking
comprehension
questions in an oral
way
Analyzing the song
“Sally has…”

ACTIVITIES
STUDENT
Writing the dates and
practicing greetings.
Following commands
given by the teacher.

MATERIALS

TIME

Board
Markers

20’

Students help to the
teacher to dress the
figures on the board
according to the
season and to the
vocabulary given.

Board
pictures

30’

By pairs, students fill
the blanks of a guide
listening to a song
related to the topic
“clothes”: “Sally has…”

Taperecorder
CD
Guides

30’

Speaking about what
they understand about
seasons, trying to use
the new vocabulary
given and the simple
present tense.
Answering teachers’
questions
ANNEX J
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20’

PEDAGOGIC ACTIVITIES SCHEDULE FOR ACTION RESEARCH

The purpose of the following listening activities schedule is based on the listening
strategies, proposed by authors like Brown, Nunan, Richards and Lund. Because of
this, we selected the most appropriate strategies by taking into account the students
English level and the time that we have to carry out our research project.
With the development of these activities we want to analyze, how students respond
to the application of these listening strategies and their results through evaluation, in
order to know if with those strategies we are getting results or if we need to change
them.

MAIN
QUESTION

DATE TEACHER’S
ROLE
Oct
As a
How do
2nd
facilitator
students
who gives to
from third
students
grade at San
enough
Benildo
opportunities
School,
to learn a
respond to
new topic.
the
application
Oct 9th
of didactic
strategies to Oct
Stimulator of
improve their 16th
interaction
listening
through the
comprehensi
movement in
on level?
a creative

STRATEGIES
Identifying
listening level
Listening for
specific
information
Listening for
gist

PEDAGOGIC

Listening for
interaction
Listening for
gist
Listening for
environment guessing
(Brown)

Oct
23rd

Process
manager
who
facilitates
the learning
through
participant
tasks
(Brown)

Predicting
Listening for
gist
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ACTIVITIES
Listening
diagnostic test
Dictation
Reading aloud

EVALUATION
Diagnostic test
application to
identify their level
of listening
comprehension.
(Richards)

PLANNING
Giving
commands
Reading aloud
Guessing
vocabulary

Commenting
the topic on a
picture or
photograph.
Storytelling:
commenting on
a picture or
photograph

Checking their
responds to listen
to a command and
their production
with pictures
according to the
information
listened to. (Lund)
Checking the
listener true-false
answers according
to the story.

Predicting
Predicting
Listening for
content from
specific words the title
Filling the
blanks of a
song.

Nov
06th

Counseling
where
teacher
provides an
environment
in which
students can
learn and
grow.
(Brown)
Process
manager

Nov
13th

Process
manager

Listening for
main idea

Oct
30th

Listening for
guessing
Listening for
describing

Listening for
purpose.
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Multiple choice
format where
the choices are
printed
Guess who
Checking off
items in a
photograph.
Putting pictures
in a correct
sequence

Quiz:
Checking the way
students relate
known vocabulary
to new
information.

Analyze the way
that students
relate what they
hear to graphics.
Final evaluation:
Where all the
process will be
tested to know the
listening level got.

